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ABSTRACT 
Songs By Hsiao Tyzen: The Interaction Between 
His Music And Taiwan 
by 
Pei-Ning Ku 
Dr. Tod Fitzpatrick, Advisory Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Music 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
The purpose of this document is to understand Taiwanese composer Hsiao Tyzen’s 
artistic persona through analysis of the textual and musical characteristics of his songs. 
This document is comprised of: 1) an historical overview of Taiwan, 2) a history of 
Taiwanese vocal music, 3) a description of Hsiao Tyzen’s life and career, 4) an 
introduction to Taiwanese diction, 5) an examination and analysis of musical components 
(melody, rhythm, accompaniment and form) of four of Tyzen’s songs, and 6) a conclusion 
based upon sociological factors, historical influences and musical devices to define what 
constitutes the stylistic characteristics of the songs of Hsiao Tyzen.  
In 1949, the Chinese National Party lost the civil war to the Communist Party and 
subsequently retreated from China to Taiwan. Because of this mass exodus, Chinese 
culture was imposed onto the Taiwanese people. The government prevented composers 
from composing any songs in Taiwanese. However, Hsiao Tyzen resided in America and 
was able to continue to compose Taiwanese songs without restriction. His rich harmonic 
language reflects the influence of Western Neo-Romantic compositional style. His 
musical aesthetics are strongly associated with Taiwanese tradition. Therefore, many 
iv	  
	  
people have considered him a strong proponent of the Taiwanisation Movement. He has 
even been referred to as “Taiwan’s Rachmaninoff.” Hsiao Tyzen is an important figure in 
the history of the music of Taiwan. His songs present beauty through the elegance of the 
Taiwanese language. As a Taiwanese person, it is incumbent upon me to promote songs 
in our mother tongue and appreciate our distinguished native musician, Hsiao Tyzen. 
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Chapter 1 
Historical Overview of Taiwan 
Native Taiwanese Aboriginal 
Taiwan is an island nation located 100 miles off the coast of China between the 
Philippines and Japan. About 4000 years ago, the original human settlement in Taiwan 
was composed of twelve aboriginal tribes who were kin to the present-day Malay-people 
who inhabit Brunei, Indonesia, and Malaysia.1 The aborigines built their economy 
through horticulture, hunting, gathering, and fishing. Each tribe maintained its distinctive 
language, housing style, and religious concepts.2 However, after the subsequent 
settlement of the Dutch and Han immigrants from China in 1624, these aboriginals 
retreated to the hills and mountains and became known as “mountaineers.”3    
Dutch Rule in the Early Seventeenth Century 
A Dutch navigator in 1517 on a Portuguese ship passed by this island and dubbed it, 
“Ihla Formosa” which means “beautiful island.” In 1624, the Dutch East India Company 
established a commercial midway base in Taiwan for trading with China and Japan.4 
They not only brought in Han Chinese laborers from Fujian, a southwest province of 
China, but also European missionaries to convert more than 6,000 inhabitants to 
Christianity. Many of the Han laborers became the new race of this island—the 
Taiwanese.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 John F. Copper, Taiwan: Nation-State or Province?, 6th Edition. (Boulder: Westview Press, 2013), 31. 
2 Antonio Chun-Nan Chiang, Taiwan Today, ed. Anita Sharma and Sreemati Chakrabarti (London: 
Anthen Press India, 2010), 14. 
3 Taiwan's 400 Years of History, 2009, accessed Febrary 28, 2013, http://www.taiwandc.org/history. 
4 Ibid.  
 
 
	  
2 
Chinese Occupation from the 1660s to 1880s 
In 1661, Koxinga, a Ming loyalist from Mainland China, led troops to defeat the 
Dutch in Taiwan. Following the fall of the Ming Dynasty, Koxinga retreated to Taiwan 
and established the kingdom of Tungning, which lasted twenty years from 1662 to 1682. 
During this period, Koxinga used Taiwan as a base to conquer Qing, the dynasty that 
defeated Ming.5 
 The book Taiwan Today describes a changed social environment after Koxinga 
occupied Taiwan where, “Chinese now became the official written language . . . The 
identity of the island changed abruptly—from a quasi-European outpost to a partial Ming 
society.”6 The Taiwanese defenses were weakened because of endless conflicts between 
the Han Chinese from different regions of China and Han Chinese and aborigines. This 
eventually allowed Qing loyalists to finally defeat the Taiwanese. From 1683 to 1886, 
Taiwan was annexed and formally placed under the jurisdiction of the province of 
Fujian.7 In 1887, the Qing dynasty officially upgraded Taiwan to a province of China. In 
reality, the Qing authority treated Taiwan as an outpost of the empire. They sent low paid 
or unqualified officials to Taiwan and left the island to its own devices.8 
Japanese Rule from 1894 to 1945 
Taiwan and the Pescadores Island were given to Japan in perpetuity when the Qing 
naval forces were defeated in the 1894 Sino-Japanese War. The Japanese occupation of 
Taiwan was marked by an important change that forever severed Taiwan from China. 
The Japanese ruled Taiwan as a model colony and were instrumental in the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Anita Sharma and Sreemati Chakrabarti, Taiwan Today, 15. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Taiwanese Cultural Society, Stanford University, “About Taiwan,” 2013, accessed Febrary 28. 2013,  
http://taiwanese.standford.edu/. 
8 Anita Sharma and Sreemati Chakrabarti. Taiwan Today, 15. 
 
 
	  
3 
implementation of industrialization. Infrastructure that included trains, roads, and an 
educational system were built similar to what existed in Japan. Sharma and Chakrabarti’s 
book, Taiwan Today, describes the effect of Japanese rule in Taiwan:  
The Japanese legacy on the Taiwanese is as ambiguous as other aspects 
of the island’s history. The regimentation, culture indoctrination and 
discrimination against Taiwan made some aspects of life grim. But its 
rule has benefited the dramatic social and economic development of 
the island during the half-century by setting standards of efficient and 
clear government. In the battle for self-autonomy the Taiwanese 
developed a sense of their own identity and it made the Taiwanese, 
alongside the colonial master, the most advanced society in Asia. Such 
experience forms the basis for the political attitude towards Mainland 
China, KMT and independence.9 
Authoritarian Rule under the Chinese Nationalist Party (Kuomintang; KMT)  
Following Japan’s 1945 defeat in World War II, Taiwan reverted to Chinese rule. The 
KMT leader of China, Chiang Kai-Shek appointed Chen Yi, the governor general at the 
time of the Japanese evacuation, and gave him near absolute power similar to what the 
Japanese governor had in Taiwan. There were many conflicts between Chen Yi, the 
Mainland administration, and the Taiwanese people. The KMT Mainlander groups had a 
sense of superiority and regarded the Taiwanese as traitors for not having opposed 
Japanese rule. They also perceived the Taiwanese as being tainted for five decades by 
what they thought was an inferior Japanese culture. They referred to the Taiwanese as 
“the degraded people”10 because they lacked Chinese culture.  
Conversely, the Taiwanese people did not have a high opinion of the KMT 
mainlanders either. They found the KMT military to be generally ill-disciplined, poorly 
educated, and unkempt. Most of the KMT soldiers came from rural areas in Chinese 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9  Anita Sharma and Sreemati Chakrabarti, Taiwan Today, 17. 
10 Denny Roy, Taiwan (New York: Cornell University Press, 2003), 59. 
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provinces that economically were far less developed than Taiwan.11 Soldiers walked 
along the roads carrying stolen bicycles and lounging around everywhere in public places 
including schools. They also claimed ownership of houses and lands by forced 
occupation, which the Taiwanese viewed as theft. Politically, Mainlanders dominated 
Chen Yi’s government. Among the twenty-one most important officials, there was only 
one Taiwanese. Mainlander officials earned higher salaries than their Taiwanese 
counterparts did.12 Socially, Chen Yi’s government was unable to maintain basic public 
services, including power plants, trains, and buses, because of a lack of technological 
skill and knowledge. These disappointments and ill feelings grew in the Taiwanese 
people and quickly led to the loss of popular support for the new administration. As the 
saying says, “a single spark can start a huge blaze,” and when public dissatisfaction 
increases, a little incident can set off an explosion of turmoil and violence.  
“Common Sorrow” 
On February 28th of 1947, a woman was arrested for selling cigarettes without a 
license and this led to large-scale public protests against Chinese repression and 
corruption.13 The KMT sent troops from China and executed thousands of native elites. 
Scholars estimate the number of dead was probably between 18,000 and 28,000.14 This 
tragic event had a profound and lasting effect on Taiwanese society and is now referred 
to as the Taiwanese people’s “common sorrow.”15 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., 62. 
13 Taiwan's 400 Years of History, 2009, accessed Febrary 28, 2013, http://www.taiwandc.org/history.htm. 
14 Encyclopedia of Taiwan, Ministry of Culture, “The 228 Incident.” 2012, accessed March 29, 2014, 
http://taiwanpedia.culture.tw/en/content?ID=3838. 
15 Anita Sharma and Sreemati Chakrabarti, Taiwan Today, 18. 
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Chinese Civil War  
In 1949, because the Chinese National government lost the Chinese civil war, they 
retreated from Mainland China to Taiwan. KMT brought 1.3 million refugees, consisting 
primarily of soldiers, KMT party members, and wealthy Mainlanders to Taiwan.16 The 
KMT interpreted this period in Taiwan as a time of transition before unification so 
martial law was declared on May 20, 1949 and is now referred to as the “White Terror” 
period, where the KMT suspended freedom of assembly and association until 1987. All 
other political parties were outlawed; political opponents were persecuted, incarcerated, 
and executed.17 During this period of martial law, it was mandatory to indoctrinate the 
Chinese identity into the Taiwanese population. For example, only sixty minutes of 
Taiwanese language programs were aired every day, compared to eleven hours of 
Mandarin Chinese broadcasts. Students would be punished and humiliated if they spoke 
Taiwanese at school and Taiwan’s streets were renamed using Chinese province or city 
names. Additionally, schools educated students to be familiar with Chinese culture and 
history and taught very little about Taiwan’s history and culture. It was a period of 
suppression intended to destroy the roots of Taiwanese culture, language, and cultural 
identity.  
Democratic Transition 
From 1977 to 1987, Taiwan’s political system began to undergo a gradual 
liberalization. Martial law was lifted in 1987.18 Additionally, the opposition Democratic 
Progressive Party (DPP) was formed and allowed to participate in politics. In 2000, Chen 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Ibid. 
17 Taiwanese Cultural Society, Standford University, ”About Taiwan.” 2013, accessed Febrary 28, 2013, 
http://taiwanese.standford.edu/. 
18 Ibid. 
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Shui-bian of the DPP won the presidential election, the first time ever in Chinese history 
for a peaceful democratic transition of power to an opposition party. Following the 
process of democracy, the cultural hegemony of Chinese identity gradually lost 
institutional support as it had in the past.19 The movement of “Taiwanisation” or 
“Localization” began, which included the teaching of Taiwan’s history, geography, and 
culture from a Taiwan-centric perspective, as well as promoting languages locally 
established in Taiwan, including Taiwanese Hokkien (Taiwanese), Hakka, and aboriginal 
languages. 
In 2004, Chen Shui-bian won the presidential campaign again. Taiwanisation 
formally became a national popular consensus. Although the KMT took the authority 
back in 2008 and continues to be in power to this day, Taiwan has experienced the 
alternation of political parties through the process of democracy. As a result, the 
Taiwanese people have their right to decide their national identity and their future. 
The Chinese National government interpreted this period in Taiwan as a time of 
transition before unification with Mainland China. Indeed, for many years, KMT claimed 
jurisdiction over not only the Taiwan it ruled, but also China. Meanwhile, the government 
of the People’s Republic of China (PROC) claimed Taiwan, as well as all other territory, 
to be governed by the Republic of China.20 During the last century, Taiwan made 
tremendous economic and political progress; however, it has remained the target of 
continuous military threats from the PROC that continues to aim hundreds of ballistic 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Ibid. 
20 John F. Copper, Historical Dictionary of Taiwan (Republic of China), 3rd edition (Plymouth: 
Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2007), 2. 
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missiles at the island.21 The PROC claims that Taiwan is a province of China, but most 
people in Taiwan disagree. This is an ongoing dilemma yet to be resolved.  
 
 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Denny Roy, Taiwan (New York: Cornell University Press, 2003), 1. 	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Chapter 2 
An Overview of Taiwanese Vocal Music 
Ethnic Groups and Languages 
Since the seventeenth century, Taiwan has experienced a series of migrations and 
colonizations. As in Mainland China, Mandarin is the official language of Taiwan, 
although other indigenous tongues are common first languages among its people.22 The 
Aborigines, considered Taiwan’s first inhabitants, are thought to be a single group of 
people, though there are thirteen major tribes distributed mostly in the mountain areas of 
Taiwan. These tribes include the Ami, Atayal, Bunan, Kayalan, Paiwan, Puyuma, 
Saisiyat, Sediq, Sukizaya, Thao, Turku, Tsou, and Yami.23 Among the thirteen tribes, 
there are differences in culture, custom, and language. Early Chinese migrants to Taiwan 
were mainly from the Fujian and Guangdong provinces and gave rise to the Fujian and 
Hakka Taiwanese. They came from Mainland China to Taiwan many generations ago and 
are now called “Taiwanese” or “native Taiwanese.”24 However, these different regions of 
origin and the resultant differences in culture and language divided them into two distinct 
migrant groups. In 1949, the Communists defeated the KMT that then retreated to 
Taiwan with 1.5 million Chinese immigrants. These immigrants came from various parts 
of China, but most hailed from the southern and central provinces, and became known as 
Mainlanders.25 
Today, the Fujian Taiwanese make up approximately 70 percent of the Taiwanese 
population, and their language is referred to as the Taiwanese language. The Hakkas who 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Denny Roy, Taiwan, 3. 
23 John F. Copper, Taiwan, 12. 
24 Ibid., 13. 
25 Ibid., 14. 	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speak Hakka, make up about 10 to 15 percent of the population. Mainlanders who speak 
Chinese, comprise around 14 percent of the population and the Aborigines represent only 
2 percent of the population—besides possessing their distinct languages—and they speak 
both Chinese and Taiwanese. 
There are several types of vocal music in Taiwan, each with its own distinct artistic 
style. These styles include aboriginal vocal music, Han Chinese traditional vocal music, 
Taiwanese opera, folk songs or popular songs, and Taiwanese art songs. 
Aboriginal Vocal Music 
The Aboriginal music of Taiwan was not documented systematically until 1960 when 
Shi Weiliang and Hsu Tsang-Houei led the Folk Song Collection Movement.26 Hsu 
Tsang-Houei was Hsiao Tyzen’s teacher from the Music Department of the National 
Taiwan Normal University. Most aboriginal music in Taiwan is vocal. The lyrics show a 
close relationship to folk culture using a narration of daily activities, such as fishing, 
hunting, and farming. Songs were used for important rites and rituals such as weddings, 
funerals, prayers for a good harvest, and even for exorcisms. The form of singing 
contains both monophonic and polyphonic styles. The monophonic singing style includes 
recitative, melodic-singing, and call-and-response between individuals or groups. The 
polyphonic singing style includes organum, canon, singing with drone bass, and free 
counterpoint. The monophonic music of the Ami tribe is the most distinctive. It contains 
group singing and dancing for the harvest ceremony, as the leader (solo) and response 
(group) alternate.27 Below is a musical example of an Ami song, the opening dance for 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Hsu Tsang-Houei, Taiwan. Grove Music Online, 2007-2013, 1, accessed February 24, 2014, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
27 Ibid., 3. 	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old people at the harvest ceremony, recorded and transcribed by Hsu Tsang-Houei in 
1967. 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from Hsu Tsang-Houei, “Aboriginal Music.” Grove Music Online, 
2007-2013, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
Figure 2.1. Song of the opening dance for old people from the Ami tribe. 
 
 
Han Chinese Traditional Vocal Music 
Nanguan (南管) and Beiguan (北管) 
Taiwanese scholars classify most Han Chinese (Fujians and Hakkas) traditional music 
into the southern style, called Nanguan, or the northern style, identified as Beiguan.28 
These two styles consist of a variety of forms including solo singing with accompaniment, 
instrumental music, and operatic forms. Usually, they are based on a pentatonic scale—
do, re, mi, sol, and la. The form that consists of singing with instrumental accompaniment 
is Nanguan, and the melody is usually soft and delicate. In contrast, Beiguan is a raucous 
ensemble only played by instruments.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Edwart, ed., Encyclopedia of Contemporary Chinese Culture, 2011, accessed February 21, 2013, 
http://contemporary_Chinese_culture.academic.ru/542.music_in_Taiwan. 
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Taiwanese Opera (Koa-á-hí)(歌仔戲) 
Another genre of Han Chinese traditional music includes Taiwanese opera. 
Taiwanese opera was documented as originally performed in Yi-Lan, the northeast area 
of Taiwan. The language of these operas is Taiwanese, with both literary and colloquial 
styles. The songs in the opera come from folk songs of Fujian while the story elements 
are based on folktales from China. 
Taiwanese Creative Folk Songs (台灣創作歌謠) 
Some well-known Taiwanese creative folk songs flourished during the Japanese 
colonial period (1895-1945). These Taiwanese creative folk songs were referred to as 
“popular songs” in this period. These songs were mostly melancholic love songs, which 
implied social and political criticism.29 A famous folk song from Jiayi, in Southern 
Taiwan, A Bird Crying for Help (一隻鳥仔哮啾啾), was written in the early twentieth century 
when China had recently ceded Taiwan to Japan. It describes a bird crying for the loss of 
its home as the Taiwanese experienced the uncertain fate of becoming colonized. In the 
mid-1930s, composer Deng Yuxian (鄧雨賢; 1906-1944) created many beloved melodies 
that continue to be performed with different arrangements today. His well-known songs 
include Looking Forward to the Spring Wind (望春風) that depicts the yearning for love of 
a teenage girl; Rainy Night Flower (雨夜花) that illustrates a helpless and despondent girl 
driven to prostitution because she was abandoned by society;	  and Moonlit Night Sadness 
(月夜愁), a song that portrays the loss of love akin to the loss of one’s cultural identity. 
Another famous song, Riverside Spring Dream (河邊春夢) was written by lyricist and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Ibid. 	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composer Zhou Tiangwang (周添旺; 1910-1988) who depicts the love of a couple that find 
it hard to express their love in such a closed and conservative early society. These songs 
represent the heartfelt wishes and imply the helplessness and depression of the common 
people under Japanese colonial rule.  
Taiwanese Art Song  
Before 1945 
During the Japanese colonization, the music education system in Taiwan was 
dominated by the Japanese government; however, it did not teach much traditional 
Japanese music. Instead it focused on education about music from European countries. 
Western music was a vital part of the educational system, especially in the normal 
schools for training teachers during this period. Gifted students were encouraged to go to 
Japan for further musical study. Among the first generation of Taiwanese art composers 
were Jiang Wenye (江文也; 1910-1983), Kuo Tzu-Yuan (郭芝苑; 1921-2013), Chen Shih-
Chih (陳泗治; 1911-1992), and Lu Chuan-Sheng (呂泉生; 1916-2008). Jiang Wenye is the 
best internationally known of these musicians. His orchestral piece, Formosan Dance 
op.1, won the special prize in the 1936 Berlin Opera International Competition. Chen 
Shih-Chih is known for his piano pieces and both Lu Chung-Sheng and Kuo Tzu-Yuan 
are famous for their Taiwanese art songs and choral pieces.30 From 1940 to 1945, the 
Japanese administration began a policy in Taiwan called “Kominka,” which literally 
means “Imperial-subjectization.” As part of this policy, the authorities made changes in 
the education system to diminish the study of Chinese in favor of Japanese.31 They 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 Hsu Tsang-Houei, “Taiwan.” Grove Music Online, 2007-2013, accessed January 27, 2014, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
31 Denny Roy, Taiwan, 41. 
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banned Chinese-language radio broadcasts and ordered the discontinuation of Chinese 
language sections of newspapers. Additionally, composers were forced to use Japanese 
texts for their songs. Within five years, Japanese, rather than Taiwanese, songs dominated. 
1945 to the 1980s 
The Cairo Declaration of December 1943 (endorsed by the United States President 
Franklin Roosevelt, the United Kingdom Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and China’s 
Chiang Kai-Shek), stated that Taiwan would be put in the category of territories “stolen” 
by Japan and that Taiwan “shall be restored to the Republic of China.”32 Following 
Japan’s defeat in World War II, Taiwan became part of the Republic of China. From 
1945 to 1960, Taiwan experienced many changes and challenges, including a devastated 
post-war economy combined with nationalist-imposed restrictions on and disparagement 
of the native culture.33 Taiwanese art songs in this era mirrored the social circumstances 
and expressed the life and emotions of common people who were eager to regain the 
social order and economics in place before the war. Composers such as Lu Chuan-Sheng 
and Kuo Tzu-Yuan, who had studied in Japan, returned to Taiwan to begin to compose 
songs in Taiwanese during this time. Well-known Taiwanese art songs from 1945 to 1950 
include  Awaiting Your Early Return (望你早歸; 1948) by San-Lan Young (1907-1995), 
Repairing the Torn Net (補破網; 1948) by Wang Yun-Feng (1896-1969), Drink It All Down 
(杯底不可飼金魚; 1949), and If I Opened the Door and Window of My Heart (阮若打開心內門窗; 
1950) by Lu Chuan-Sheng. 
In 1949, the National Party retreated to Taiwan and imposed Chinese culture on the 
Taiwanese people. They made Mandarin the official language and prohibited the use of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 John F. Copper, Taiwan, 43. 
33 Edwart, ed. “Encyclopedia Contemporary Chinese Culture,” 2011, accessed January 28, 2014, 
http://contemporary_Chinese_culture.academic.ru/542.music_in_Taiwan. 
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the Taiwanese language in public. Within the policy of a larger “Chinese” cultural 
identity, authorities ignored or belittled the value of local crafts, dance, literature, and 
music.34 Authorities imposed restrictions on the Taiwanese language and local culture 
that led to the hiatus of Taiwanese song compositions. From 1949 to 1987, the vocal 
pieces in Taiwan were composed predominately in Chinese, based on Chinese literature 
or Chinese contemporary poems.35 
After 1980 
Following the lifting of martial law in 1987, there was a gradual shift in power away 
from the mainlanders of the National Party to natives of Taiwan. This, combined with 
cultural liberalization and the increasing remoteness of the possibility of retaking 
mainland China, led to a cultural and political movement that emphasized a Taiwan-
centered view of history and culture rather than a Chinese view. The Taiwanese 
Literature Movement hailed the “return-to-native” tide. Participants in this movement 
included authors, poets, dramatists, and musicians with poet Lee Ming-Young and 
composer Hsiao Tyzen involved. This movement sought a distinct Taiwanese cultural 
identity expressed in writing, films, painting, and music with poetry and essays written in 
the native Taiwanese language. A good example can be seen in Lee Ming-Young’s poem 
from 1994, “If You Ask.” This poem adopts the point of view of a Taiwanese aborigine 
speaking to all the island's newer residents.36 Composers, including Kuo Tzu-Yuan, 
Hsiao Tyzen (b. 1938), and Lin Fu-Yu (1931-2004), use Western music techniques and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 Wai-Chung Ho, "Music and Cultural Politics in Taiwan," International Journal of Cultural Studies 
(Sage Publications), 10. no. 4 (2007): 466. 
35 Yang Ying-Fen, "Selected Taiwanese Art Songs by Hsiao Tyzen," (doctoral dissertation, Florida State 
University, 2006), 7. 
36 Joyce Huang, “A Life Devoted to Poetry,” 2012, accessed January 30, 2014, http://taiwanreview. 
nat.gov.tw. 
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styles to write art songs with Taiwanese poetry. In 1995, Hsiao Tyzen and Lin Fu-Yu 
released their art song collections titled Taiwanese Creative Art Song, published by 
Hsiang-Sung. This book includes English translations and an International Phonetic 
Alphabet transcription of the text for singers to learn Taiwanese art songs.  
Hsiao Tyzen composed a substantial number of Taiwanese art songs with his neo-
romantic style, which not only caused more of Taiwan’s listeners to appreciate the native 
language and music, but also encouraged young composers to write Taiwanese art songs. 
His contribution in elevating the importance of the Taiwanese art song should not be 
ignored. 
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Chapter 3 
Hsiao Tyzen: The Man and His Music 
Childhood—Early period: First Compositional Period: 1967 to 1977 
In Romanticism With Deep Affection Hsiao Tyzen said, “My music compositions 
generally are divided into three periods: the early period from 1967 to 1977, the middle 
period from 1977 to 1985, and the late period from 1985 to present.”37 Hsiao Tyzen was 
born January 1, 1938 in Kaohsiung, Southern Taiwan. He is the oldest child in his 
musical Christian family. He says,  
Just like a noble prince destined to be born in a King’s palace, I  
was born lucky enough to be in a family of music and of Christian  
faith, and it was preciously rare to be born in ‘a family of music’ in  
Taiwan before the 1940s.38  
 
He attributes his earliest musical memories to his mother and church. His mother was a 
pianist; one of the earliest students to study music in Japan, and his grandfather was a 
Presbyterian Church minister who graduated from the Tainan Seminary.  
Hsiao Tyzen recalled from his childhood: “my mother’s most favorite music is 
Handel’s Messiah, my father liked classical music, too. I remember he was always 
playing his old-time records such as Beethoven’s violin concerto.”39 Because of this 
influence in his childhood, Hsiao was acquainted with many works of Beethoven and 
Mozart. He says that church hymns were another important factor that greatly affected  
him. “Not everybody knows the real value of church hymns. I think they are the best 
teaching materials since these are masterpieces, which were composed by renowned 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Lu Kong-Shien, “An interview with Hsiao Tyzen” (Taipei: Wang Chun Feng Co. Inc, 1999), 34-35. 
38 Hsiao Tyzen, "Taiwanese Music and Me," in Deep Affection for Taiwan: Tyzen Hsiao Nostalgic Songs 
of Passion, (Taipei: Pi-Twan Huang, 2009), 19. 
39 Yen Hua-Rong, The Romantic Taiwanese, (Taipei: Times Culture, 2002), 16.  
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Western and Taiwanese composers. You may learn a lot from church music.”40 During 
these early musical experiences, Hsiao developed an ambition to become a composer. 
Hsiao Tyzen, educated in the public school systems of Kaohsiung, began studying 
piano at age five and made his debut as a pianist at age seven. At sixteen, he entered 
Chang Jung Senior High School, which was founded by the Presbyterian Church. While 
attending High School, he studied piano with Kao Ya-Mei. Hsiao's decision to become a 
musician sparked many arguments with his father, a dentist, who originally expected him 
to become a medical doctor. Dai Min-Fu, the president of Chang Jung High School, who 
was also Hsiao’s father’s old friend told his father, “if your son becomes a doctor then he 
will be an ordinary one in his career, because he has no desire for it; if he becomes a 
musician, his future will be brilliant and unlimited.”41 Based upon the discussion with 
Dai Min-Fu, Hsiao’s father finally agreed and accepted his son’s desire to pursue a career 
in music. 
 Hsiao entered the National Normal University in 1959, where he studied piano with 
Lee Fu-Mei and composition with Hsu Tsang-Houi, the first Taiwanese 
ethnomusicologist. Because of Hsu’s inspiration and guidance in composition, Hsiao 
gradually changed his interests from piano to composition. During his four years at the 
National Normal University, he composed religious choral pieces and songs for children. 
The sacred piece Farewell for four voices composed in 1965, was his first choral 
composition.  
Hsiao Tyzen married Gao Ren-Ci after finishing his undergraduate studies in 1963. In 
1965, Hsiao continued his music studies at Musashino Academia Musicae in Japan where 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Tyzen, "Taiwanese Music and Me," 17. 
41 Hua-Rong, The Romantic Taiwanese, 22. 
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he studied piano performance with pianist Nakane Nobue and composition with 
composer Fujimoto Hideo. Prof. Hideo soon discovered Tyzen’s talent for composition 
and encouraged him to expand his compositional ability by writing instrumental music.  
In 1967, Hsiao returned to Taiwan and began his intensive teaching and performing 
career until 1977. During this time, Hsiao taught music at the Tainan Theological College, 
Tainan Junior College of Home Economics, and Kaohsiung Normal University. He also 
performed the Piano Concerto in A Minor by Grieg with the Tainan B. B. B. Orchestra 
and the Piano Concerto No. 3 by Beethoven with the Kaohsiung Symphony. In the 
meantime, he continued studying piano and composition with professor Robert Scholz, 
an exceptional pianist, educator, and composer, who dedicated his life to music education 
in Taiwan. Hsiao kept a close relationship with Professor Scholz. They were almost like 
father and son. To express his gratitude to Prof. Scholz, Hsiao dedicated his 1975 
composition Waltz Brilliant op. 38 for two pianos to him. 
 Hsiao’s first compositional period was a ten-year span from 1967 to 1977. His 
compositional style is lyrical and has characteristics of neo-romanticism. Hsiao applied 
elements from Taiwanese Opera, folk song, and even popular songs to shape his 
compositions. He composed two light operettas: Happy Farmhouse (1968) and How 
Beautiful Is My Garden (1969). Instrumental and chamber music including The Song of 
Taiwan for Violin and Piano (1970), Prelude and Fugue for Violin, Cello and Piano, A 
Fantastic Heng-Chun Melody for Violin and Piano (1973), Meditation for Violin and 
Piano (1975), and Waltz Brilliant op. 38 (1975) were all composed during this 
compositional period. He also published piano collections, Poetic Echo I, Poetic Echo II, 
and the Hsiao Tyzen Chorale Collection and Sacred Songs between 1974 and 1977. 
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Hsiao’s most important composition during this period is perhaps his oratorio Jesus 
Christ (1971). It was by far the biggest orchestra he had used up to that point and it was 
scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, 
three trombones, tuba, timpani, percussion, piano, strings, and a four-part chorus.  
Away from Homeland—Middle Compositional Period in America: 1977 to 1985               
Hsiao left Taiwan for the United States in 1977. He described the situation as an 
“…unexpected and unforgettable strike” and “…an important turning point in my life.”42 
The reason he left Taiwan was the failed jewelry business of his wife which left them 
saddled with a huge amount of debt. Hsiao and his wife decided he and his four children 
would leave Taiwan and move to America where they planned to stay with his sister in 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
Hsiao and his family moved to Los Angeles in 1978 with the help of his friend, Hsu 
Pi-Long. He worked in a gift shop where he rented a piano and taught students as a 
means of income. It was a difficult time for him; he felt depressed about his family’s 
living conditions far from his homeland. He did not produce any musical works for 
almost a year. To combat the depression, Hsiao joined a church fellowship meeting that 
met at a member’s home every Saturday evening. There he found that people often liked 
to sing his arrangements of Taiwanese folk and popular songs. His works quickly 
garnered interests and this instilled a renewed confidence to compose Taiwanese songs 
again.  
During this time, Hsiao was also inspired to compose modern art songs and to adapt 
them for the Taiwanese people.43 He considered this important for the following reasons: 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Hua-Rong, The Romantic Taiwanese, 40. 
43 Tyzen, "Taiwanese Music and Me," 23. 
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1) the suppression from KMT’s rule over the Taiwanese people, 2) the ambiguity of 
political status of Taiwan, and 3) to comfort the Taiwanese people away from their 
homeland. With these things in mind, he composed and wrote the poem for the song 
“Chut-gõa Lân,” (出外人) literally meaning “The Vagabond.” Hsiao said, “This song 
exactly expressed the feelings of being abroad that we used to hide deep in our heart. 
There are even some people immediately bursting out crying as soon as they heard this 
song.”44 The Vagabond expressed not only nostalgic feelings, but also concerns and cares 
for the motherland of Taiwan. For the same reason many Taiwanese people in America 
also liked to sing “Lán Beh Chhut Thâu Thin,” (咱要出頭天) literally meaning “The 
Marching Song of Taiwan Victory,” composed in 1977. He directly adopted the tune of 
the gospel song, “We Shall Overcome,” a non-violent protest song and unofficial anthem 
associated with the American Civil Rights Movement (1955-1968) where the oppressed 
African-American population sought equal rights shared by other Americans.  
Hsiao wrote Marching Song of Taiwanese Victory to give hope to the Taiwanese 
people that they too could overcome, someday. Hsiao was placed on the blacklist by the 
KMT party and was forbidden from returning to Taiwan because of the increasing 
popularity of this song among the Taiwanese people in America. He said, “I felt honored 
to be blacklisted for writing such a little song of such short lyric.”45 
Another important composition by Hsiao during this period includes The 
Highlander’s Suite for Piano Quintet, which contains four movements. His other 
compositions were short pieces: religious songs for mixed voices, songs for solo voices, 	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arrangements of Taiwanese folk songs and popular songs for solo instruments and 
ensembles. In addition to composing, Hsiao aggressively introduced and promoted other 
Taiwanese composers and works in America.  
In October 1982, Hsiao collaborated with his friend Hsu Pi-Long, who later became a 
member of the Democratic Progressive Party and a Legislator in Taiwan. These men held 
two Southern California Thanksgiving Concerts at the Crystal Cathedral in Orange 
County. These concerts were very successful and received the full support of ten church 
groups. The concerts were instrumental in introducing works by Taiwanese composers 
such as Jiang Weyne, Kuo Tzu-Yuan, and Hsu Tsang-Houei. It was the first time many 
Taiwanese people heard these native Taiwanese composers. When Hsiao’s orchestral 
adaptation of the Taiwanese folk song, “Sorrow” was performed, audiences were moved 
deeply and people cried.46 
Hsiao created many great works during some of the most difficult times in his life, 
similar to many other composers. Hsiao transformed his sorrow with the help of his 
church and friends to continue dedicating himself to the composition of Taiwanese music 
throughout his life. 
Toward Maturity—Late Period: 1985 to Present 
In order to understand more thoroughly the variety of modern compositional forms 
and concepts, Hsiao Tyzen pursued his Master of Music degree at the age of forty-eight 
at California State University, Los Angeles where he studied composition with Dr. Byong 
Kon Kim and piano performance with Dr. Milton Stern.47 Dr. Kim advised Hsiao that it 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Heng-Che Lin, Romanticism with Deep Affection (Taipei: Wang Chuan Feng Co. Inc., 1999), 13. 
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(doctoral dissertation, New England Conservatory of Music Boston, 2006), 33. 
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was not necessary to follow the trend of Avant-Garde Modernism; therefore, Hsiao 
continued composing in the style of Neo-Romantics with themes of Taiwanese folk songs. 
He also built a close relationship with Dr. Stern as a teacher and friend. Dr. Stern 
premiered Hsiao’s Piano Concerto in C Minor in America, in 1995, and in Taiwan, in 
1996.48 
Hsiao received his Master’s Degree in composition in 1987. From 1987 to 1994 he 
completed five large-scale compositions, Formosa Symphony op. 49 (1987), Violin 
Concerto in D Minor op. 50 (1988), Cello Concerto in C Major op. 52 (1990), Piano 
Concerto in C Minor op. 53 (1992), and the 1947 Overture (1994) commissioned by Dr. 
Lin Tsong-I, a family member of a victim from the incident of February 28, 1947.   
Hsiao almost died in 1993. While composing the 1947 Overture, he had written only 
two pages of music before he suffered a ruptured aorta. Hsiao said:  
There were so many friends to support me and to help me, if it was  
not for their support, to pray for me, or to negotiate with the hospital  
for me, I wouldn’t be here to share my music with you.49  
 
The 1947 Overture (large scale work for orchestra, chorus and soloist) was completed in 
1994 and recognized worldwide as the best symphonic poem for the Taiwanese people. It 
contains six distinct sections including: the prelude, which represents the anguished 
colonial history of the Taiwanese people; followed by two folk song sections from the 
Japanese colonial period; the fourth is the episode entitled “Love and Hope” that 
describes the tragedy of the “common sorrow” incident of February 28 1947, and is sung 
by a soprano; the fifth section represents the democratic process of Taiwan’s recent 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Min-Huin Tsai, The World Renowned Taiwanese Composer—Hsiao Tyzen (Taipei: Yun-Shan, 2006), 
99. 
49 Tyzen, "Taiwanese Music and Me," 25. 
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political changes; and it concludes with the section Taiwan, the Green for a soprano, 
choir and orchestra that expresses the Taiwanese people’s pursuit of equity and freedom. 
Boris and Clair Anderson translated the English text of this song: 
 By Pacific’s western shore, beauteous isle, our green Taiwan. 
 Once suffered under alien rule, free at last to be its own. 
 Here’s the basis of our nation: four diverse groups in unity, 
come to offer all their varied skills, for the good of all and a  
world at peace.50  
 
This 1947 Overture was tremendously successful when it premiered at the Calvin 
Simmons Theater in Oakland, California, on June 3, 1995. Other pieces Hsiao composed 
in this period include art songs, Never Disregard Taiwan (1987), Mother’s Hair (1990), 
The Fairest Flower (1992), and Eternal Homeland (1992). 
In 1995, the government eliminated the blacklist and Hsiao was able to move back to 
Taiwan. After he returned home, numerous concerts and lectures were dedicated to his 
music.51 Hsiao did not compose many works after 1994 because of his poor health. 
However, he did compose a few significant works between 1994 and 2001 including the 
Piano Trio op. 58 (1996), a choral piece for mixed voices, Ode to “Yushan” (1999), a 
Cantata The Prodigal Son (2000) and Ihla Formosa Requiem for Martyr di Formosa op. 
63 (2001). Hsiao also composed art songs that related to Taiwan or current events of 
Taiwan, including Ode to New Taiwan (1996), The Spirit of Taiwan (1998), and Song of 
Scars (1999).  
During this period, Hsiao Tyzen gained international attention and recognition for his 
music. He was invited to Moscow twice to present his music. On January 6, 1999, the 
Russia Federal Symphony premiered his Formosa Symphony op. 49 in the Moscow 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 The Free Encyclopedia, “Taiwan the Formosa,” accessed February 1, 2014, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/taiwan_the_formosa. 
51 Hui-Ting Yang, "Selected Taiwanese Art Songs of Hsiao Tyzen,” 15. 
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Conservatory Concert Hall. On April 5, 2000, they performed his 1947 Overture and 
Piano Concerto in C Minor. The Russian conductor Jordania Vakhtang conducted both 
concerts. Hsiao described his affinity for, and experiences with the Russians: 
      The Russia Federal Symphony orchestra played my music, and the  
most peculiar thing was they sang the Taiwanese lyrics of my music  
with an amazing accurate and beautiful pronunciation. It came to me  
that we used to learn foreign languages to sing German and Italian songs, 
however, reversely, [sic] we now see foreigners who began to learn our  
language. An old saying: ‘every dog has its day’ came to my mind: we  
used to learn to sing foreign songs before but it’s their turn now to  
learn our songs. Therefore, I believe that it is a wonderful way to sing  
our Taiwanese language to the whole world.52 
 
Hsiao Tyzen’s sacred and art songs have been published in America and Taiwan. 
Glory Music, Inc. published four volumes of his sacred songs for chorus from 1992 to 
2002. The Hsiao Tyzen Foundation was established in 1998, primarily to provide scores 
and recordings of Hsiao’s works, and publish Tyzen Hsiao Vocal Solo Works in 2008, 
which is a collection of Hsiao’s most popular solo songs.  
Hsiao Tyzen’s music continues to be performed and recognized in Taiwan and abroad. 
Unfortunately, he suffered another aortic aneurysm in November 2001 and a stroke in 
December 2002 while composing Love River Symphony. This serious stroke led him to 
suspend working on this composition, which remains unfinished. He relocated to Los 
Angeles to recover. Health issues continue to plague him so it may be difficult for him to 
ever complete this symphony. He was diagnosed with nasopharyngeal cancer in early 
2013 and has received thirty-five chemotherapy treatments that have weakened him even 
further.   
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 Tyzen, "Taiwan Music and Me,” 36. 	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Compositional Characteristics 
As mentioned previously, Hsiao Tyzen was born into a traditional Presbyterian 
Christian family during the Japanese colonial period, educated under the repression of the 
National authorities, and later suffered from the brutal political repression by being 
blacklisted and unable to return to his homeland. The events and influences of his life 
affect his works and compositional style. A strong devotion and loyalty to Taiwan 
became a common characteristic in his works. Based on a solid Christian background, he 
developed his harmonic language from the Western church hymns. He admires, and has 
been influenced by composers such as Chopin, Mozart, Rachmaninoff and Debussy, and 
nationalistic composers such as Bartók.53  
Hsiao Tyzen’s finesse for composing for the voice is displayed unmistakably in his 
body of work, which is comprised of more than one hundred vocal pieces. His output 
forms a large number of works in the Taiwanese vocal literature and is in several 
categories: solo art songs, art songs for mixed voices, songs for children, sacred songs for 
solo and for choir, operettas, and oratorios. 
In contrast to the mathematical twelve-tone and serialist techniques, Hsiao Tyzen 
presents lyrical, expressive, and humorous melodies. Hsiao notes that, “Although I have 
studied all kinds of music, from Medieval to contemporary, the Romantic period music is 
my favorite repertoire.”54 Melody is the most important aspect in all of his songs.  
The effectiveness of Hsiao’s songs is partially due to his keen understanding of the 
union between poetry and music. His songs display a fastidious attention to poetic 
prosody, the general mood, and musical aesthetics. Hsiao’s songs reveal a confidence and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Heng-Che Lin, Romanticism with Deep Affection: Selected Articles about the Music of Hsiao Tyzen 
(Taipei: Wang Chun Feng, 1999), 152. 
54 Yen Hua-Rong, The Romantic Taiwanese (Taipei: Times Culture, 2002), 43. 
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deep understanding of the Taiwanese language due to the deep influence of his 
Presbyterian Church background. Unlike the public school system in Taiwan, the 
Presbyterian Church teaches Taiwanese phonetics, uses the Roman Phoenician alphabet 
in their Sunday schools, and church services are in the Taiwanese language.  
The Taiwanese language is a kind of tone language that is different from many 
western languages. While the correct spelling of the English language can suggest both 
its pronunciation and exact meaning, the Taiwanese language has variable pitches to 
determine meanings. For instance, English-speaking people cannot pronounce “o” as “a,” 
otherwise “home” would be pronounced like “ham.” However, the crucial linguistic 
factor of the Taiwanese language resides in its pitches. Even though one can spell and 
pronounce Taiwanese vowels and consonants correctly, it will be impossible for other 
people to understand meaning without correct pitch, or the right inflection of tones. For 
example, the word “hoe,” if pronounced high and long, would literally mean, “flower,” 
but if pronounced high and suddenly dropped low, it would become “fire.” Therefore, the 
use of prosody in melodic line is critically important to a Taiwanese composer. In 
Hsiao’s Siong Súi ê Hoe, literally meaning The Fairest Flower, for emphasis on the tone 
of the words, he ingeniously placed the first two words “Siong Súi” from low to high 
notes. The grace note of “Súi” has the effect of turning the tone up first, then down after, 
otherwise it presents a sound with a totally different meaning—“Follow.”55                          
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 Lu-Fen Yen, "The Contributions of Tyzen Hsiao Toward the Music History of Taiwan," in Deep 
Affection for Taiwan, (Taipei: Council For Culture Affairs, 2009), 81. 	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IPA:   (siong  sui  e:  hoe )                (tsian   mŋ  li)           (siong sui e: hoe)   
The fairest flower,              may I ask you           The fairest flower 
 
 © Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 3.1. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower” measures 7-9. 
 
Hsiao’s melodies sometimes display recitative-like declamation as experienced with 
the song, The Fairest Flower. His vocal lines contain regular phrase shapes; however, he 
likes to use rising stepwise scale passages to reach the melodic climax. He stresses 
important words or phrases of the poetic line by using notes of longer duration. Most of 
Hsiao’s phrasing is two measures in length. His melodies are often in the medium to high 
ranges that seem to make them suitable for high mezzo or lyric soprano voice types.  
Hsiao Tyzen employs the western diatonic major/minor system for the foundation of 
harmony. In Carol Kimball’s book, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature, she 
writes: “Harmony in a song is usually tied to expressive qualities of the poetry, and a key 
component in creating imagery.”56 His music is tonal and it avoids large leaps and 
dissonant intervals. Triads and intervals of fourths are his favorite harmonies, sometimes 
mixed with parallel fifths, altered chords, whole-tone scales, and non-functional 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard Corporation, 
2006), 6. 
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harmonic progressions. Hsiao likes to use shifting harmonies without a tonal center to 
produce musical intensity just like the development section in the classical sonata form 
that uses further modulations with increasing tension to a point. An example of this can 
be seen in the last section of his song, Love and Hope. 
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 © Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 3.2. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope” measures 67-79. 
 
Hsiao makes many suggestions for tempi, dynamics, and mood in the score. He sets 
tempo and rhythmic patterns that follow the shape and inflection of the poetry. He favors 
syncopated rhythms in both vocal and accompaniment lines. His music also shows a 
certain degree of flexibility by using many ritardandos as well as crescendos and 
decrescendos.  
Most of Hsiao Tyzen’s songs are written in a ternary form (ABA) with a coda. He 
uses syllabic text settings and repetitive rhythms to express the natural flow of the 
language. Similar to the Romantic composer and proficient pianist Robert Schumann, 
Hsiao, also a fine pianist, naturally and beautifully integrates vocal and piano lines in his 
songs. Hsiao’s piano and vocal writing are equally important. Piano preludes, interludes, 
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and postludes are employed quite often in his vocal works (ex. Love and Hope, Song to 
Yu-Shan). His piano accompaniments usually contain vocal melodies. They are composed 
with chordal figures or arpeggios of all types. 
When comparing Hsiao Tyzen’s musical styles with other Taiwanese contemporary 
composers, his compositional features are distinctive. Composers such as Pan Huang-
long (b. 1948), Ke Fang-Long (b. 1947), Qian Nan-Zhang (b. 1948) and Qian Shan-Hua 
(b. 1954), demonstrate more modern or post-modern techniques such as atonality in 
search for their own identities amid an ever-changing Taiwanese society. They combine 
contemporary practices such as frequent use of percussion, they experiment with Chinese 
instruments, and even pitch and timbre nuances with multimedia similar to the 
compositions of George Crumb. They sometimes quote Chinese traditional melodies or 
use traditional rhythmic ideas in a contemporary musical language.57 Hsiao Tyzen favors 
a more Romantic style with typical lyrical lines and lush tonal harmonies that are more 
accessible to the general public audience. Furthermore, he arranges Taiwanese folk songs 
or quotes folk melodies in his works. For instance, in his Lan-Yang Dancer for piano 
quintet, the main theme is derived from a Yi-Lan folk song “Diu Diu Tong” (丟丟銅). In his 
Ode to Taiwan, Hsiao quotes a tune “Siang-Ka a Kui a lo a” (to kneel down. ah, with 
both feet!) from a Taiwanese opera.58 Hsiao Tyzen said:” my music is infused with many 
traditional elements, which are the most important characteristics in my music.”59 
Language is recognized not only as a vehicle for communicating thoughts and 
feelings, it is also a representation of a fundamental expression of national identity. The 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 Han Kuo-Huang, Taiwan, 2007-2013, Grove Music Online, http://www. oxfordmusiconline.com 
(accessed May 20, 2014). 
58 Hsiao Tyzen, Taiwanese Music and Me (Taipei: Council of Cultural Affairs, Taiwn, 2009), 32. 
59 Heng-Che Lin, Romanticism with Deep Affection: Selected Articles about the Music of Hsiao Tyzen 
(Taipei: Wang Chun Feng, 1999), 152.	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Taiwanese language is an important symbol of independence since it was forbidden to be 
spoken in public for thirty-eight years.60 Unlike many post-war or even current 
Taiwanese composers, most of Hsiao Tyzen’s choral and solo vocal works are written 
solely in the Taiwanese language. These contemporary composers frequently use Chinese 
poems and themes. They also use Taiwanese poets who have chosen to write in Chinese, 
while Hsiao Tyzen prefers Taiwanese themes, language, and poets.  
Perhaps the most important element in Hsiao Tyzen’s compositions is the alliance 
between the Taiwanese language and Western romantic music. The majority of Hsiao’s 
vocal works are sung in Taiwanese and based on poems written by poets from Taiwan. 
He elevates the status of Taiwanese art songs, provides opportunities for vocalists to sing 
Taiwanese songs, and encourages a new generation of composers from Taiwan to set 
Taiwanese poems to music. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
60 Yi-Jung Tseng, "Tyzen Hsiao, A Native Composer and His "1947 Overture"," doctoral dissertation, 
The Thornton School of Music, University of Southern California 2003), 29. 
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Chapter 4 
Singing in the Taiwanese Language 
Introduction 
The Taiwanese language refers to a variety of Min-Nan languages spoken in Taiwan. 
“Min-Nan” literally means Southern Fujian language. The ancestors of the majority of 
Taiwanese people came from the Southern Fujian province of Mainland China and both 
share similar language patterns, particularly to the dialect of the city of Amoy. 
Writing in the Taiwanese language has experienced several developments by Western 
missionaries since the sixteenth century. The initial way of writing the Taiwanese 
language was called “peh-oe-ji” (POJ, 白話字) or “Church Romanization.” It is constructed 
with written characters that represent everyday spoken language. The first people to use a 
Romanized script to write in the Southern Min language were Spanish missionaries in 
Manila, Philippines. 
Walter Henry Medhurst (1796-1857) published the first dictionary of the Hokkien 
(Fujian) dialect in 1832, which represents the initial major reference work in POJ. 
Following Medhurst’s work, there have been some revisions in vowels and consonants by 
various authors for the Min orthography system. The 1858 Treaty of Tianjin officially 
opened Taiwan to Western missionaries and they based their pronunciation of 
Romanization on the speech of Amoy as they set forth to proselytize. A great boon to the 
promotion of POJ in Taiwan happened in 1880 when a medical missionary, James 
Laidlaw Maxwell (1836-1921) donated a small printing press to the local church in 
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Tainan, a southern city of Taiwan.61 The British missionary, Thomas Barclay (1849-
1935), an important figure in the history of the Taiwan Presbyterian Church and 
Taiwanese POJ, was the founder of the Taiwan Presbyterian Church Press in 1884, as 
well as the Tainan Theological College in 1876. Barclay wrote the translation of the 
Bible from English to Romanized POJ: 
Soon after my arrival in Formosa I became firmly convinced of three things, and 
more than fifty years experience has strengthened my conviction. The first was 
that if you are to have a healthy, living Church it is necessary that all the members, 
men and women, read the Scriptures for themselves; second, that this end can 
never be attained by the use of the Chinese character; third, that it can be attained 
by the use of the alphabetic script, this Romanized Vernacular.62 
 
In 1885, The Prefectural City Church News was the first printed newspaper in Taiwan 
and was produced by Barclay’s Presbyterian Church of Taiwan Press.63 
In the 1950s, the Kuomintang government was against the use of the Taiwanese 
language. Therefore, the use of POJ for proselytizing was outlawed. With the end of 
martial law in 1987, the restrictions on “local language” finally were lifted, which 
resulted in the growing interest in reviving Taiwanese writing during the 1990s. There 
was also support from the DPP in promoting native language writing. During DPP’s 
ruling period from 2000 to 2008, the Taiwanese, Hakka, and aboriginal languages began 
to be taught in public schools. 
Taiwanese Diction 
The Taiwanese language is tonal with extensive sandhi rules as explained below. It 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Taiwan Church News, Our Story, accessed February 7, 2014, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20090301035437/http://enews.pctpress.org/about_us.htm. 
62 Edward Band, Barclay of Formosa (Taipei: Ch'eng Wen Pub. Co., 1972), 67. 
63 John F. Copper, Historical Dictionary of Taiwan (Republic of China), 240. 
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contains two basic elements: the first is the syllable, which consists of vowels and 
consonants; the second is the intonation, of which there are seven different tones (some 
consonants or vowels may be nasal). It also uses a hyphen to link syllables in compound 
words. One feature in the Taiwanese language is that it has final plosives (a syllable that 
ends in a stop consonant, such as the sounds of the letters p, t, k) or glottal stops (which 
end with a consonant such as “h”) There is also a nasal property written with a 
superscript [ⁿ] at the end of the syllable. A common syllable in the Taiwanese language 
takes the following form: an initial consonant, a vowel, a final consonant, and a tone.  
In addition to the traditional church Romanization writing system, there are four other 
orthographies used in Taiwan: Taiwanese Language Phonetic Alphabet (TLPA), 
Tongyong Pinyin, Modern Taiwanese Language (MTL), and the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA). IPA is an important tool in music diction. The Roman alphabet as well 
as IPA will be used for examples to introduce Taiwanese language pronunciations. 
Consonants and Vowels 
The Taiwan language consists of seventeen consonants, six basic vowels, five nasal 
vowels, and ten compound vowels. The seventeen consonants, when divided into five 
categories are bilabial, alveolar, alveolar-palatal, velar, and glottal. Among the seventeen 
consonants, there are seven that can be final consonants: m [m], n [n], p [p], t [t], k [k], 
ng [η], and h [h].  
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Table 4.1 Taiwanese Consonants 
  
 
 
Bilabial Alveolar Alveolo-Palatal Velar Glottal 
Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced 
 
Nasal 
  m [m] 
mi (noodle) 
 n [n] 
ni (milk) 
   ng [η] 
ngo (five) 
 
 
 
Plosive 
 
Un-aspirated 
p [p] 
pian (side) 
b [b] 
bi (rice) 
t [t] 
tê (tea) 
   k [k] 
ke (chicken) 
g [g] 
gí (word) 
 
 
Aspirated 
Ph [pʰ] 
phoe 
(letter) 
 th [tʰ] 
tha (he) 
   kh [kʰ] 
kha (foot) 
  
 
 
Affricate 
 
Un-aspirated 
  ch [ts] 
chiaf (car) 
j [dz] 
jit (day) 
chi  [tɕ] 
chiam 
(sharp) 
ji [dz] 
jit 
(day) 
   
 
Aspirated 
  chh [tʰ] 
chhut (out) 
 chhi [tɕʰ] 
chhiu 
(hand) 
    
 
Fricative 
   s [s] 
sa (sand) 
 si [ɕ] 
sia (write) 
   h [h] 
hii (fish) 
 
Lateral 
    l [l] 
laang 
(person) 
     
Source: Data adapted from Chang Yu-Hong, Principles of POJ (Taipei: Crane, 2001).
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Table 4.2 Taiwanese Vowels 
 Front Central Back 
 Simple Nasal Simple Simple Nasal 
Close i [i] ti (pig) iⁿ [ĩ] 
(round) 
 u [u] 
(dirty) 
uⁿ [ũ] 
tiuⁿ (open) 
Mid e [e] tê (tea) eⁿ [ẽ] seⁿ 
(born) 
o [əә] ko 
(high) 
oo [ɔ] 
(dark) 
oⁿ [ɔ ̃] hoⁿ 
(wind) 
Open a [a] ka 
(home) 
aⁿ [ã] saⁿ 
(clothes) 
   
Source: Data adapted from Chang Yu-Hong, Principles of POJ (Taipei: Crane, 2001). 
 
Table 4.3 Taiwanese Compound Vowels 
Diphthongs ai  [ai] tai  
(stupid) 
au [aʊ] thau  
(steal) 
ia   [ɪa] 
cia(car) 
io     [ɪo] sio 
(burn) 
 iu  [iu]ciu   
(autumn) 
oa [ua] koa 
(song) 
oe 
[ue]hoe(flower) 
ui   [ui]   
tui (chase) 
Triphthongs iau [ɪaʊ] 
phiau (float) 
 oai [uai] 
khoai (fast) 
 
Source: Data adapted from Chang Yu-Hong, Principles of POJ (Taipei: Crane, 2001). 
 
Seven Tones  
Tones in the Taiwanese language are characterized by their use of pitch to affect 
meaning. Traditionally they are analyzed as consisting of eight tones with numbers from 
1-8. (see table 4.4) Because numbers 2 and 6 are the same tone, there are only seven 
distinct tones in the language. Tone numbers 1 and 4 are marked without a diacritic, but 
they can be distinguished from each other by the syllable ending, which is a vowel, (-n), 
(-m), or (-ng) for tone 1 and (-h), (-k), (-p), and (-t) for tone 4. These seven tones are 
different pitches and described as follows: number 1 (high flat), 2 (high fall), 3 (low fall), 
4 (low short), 5 (low rising), 7 (low flat), and 8 (high short). The following table contains 
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diacritics, Chinese tone names, as well as examples.  
 
Table 4.4 Taiwanese Tones 
Source: Data adapted from Maryknoll Language Service Center. Taiwanese: Book 1. 
(Taichung, 1984). 
 
Hyphens and the Sandhi Rule 
In the Taiwanese language, a single hyphen usually means a compound word, for 
example, POJ “sì-cha ̍p” means “forty.” Since the Taiwanese tongue is a tonal language, the 
tone sandhi rules exhibit a pattern of the circular tonal chain shifts in the language of the 
compound words and always occur in the non-final position. Some syllables do not end 
with the glottal stop, such as when tone 1 becomes 7, 7 becomes 3, 3 becomes 2, and 2 
becomes 1. Tone 5 becomes either 7 or 3, depending on areas (geographic regions) of 
dialect. Stopped syllables ending in /p/, /t/, or /k/ take the opposite tone—a high-tone 
becomes low, and a low-tone becomes high, whereas syllables ending in a glottal stop 
Number Diacritic Chinese tone 
names 
Example 
1 none yingping (陰平) 
dark level 
kha 
foot; leg 
2 acute   shangsheng(上聲) 
rising 
chúi 
water 
3 grave  yinq (陰去) 
dark departing 
kàu 
arrive 
4 none yinru (陰入) 
dark entering 
bah 
meat 
5 circumflex yangping (陽平) 
light level  
ông 
king 
7 macron yangqu (陽去) 
light departing 
tiōng 
heavy 
8 vertical line above yangru (陽入) 
light entering 
jo ̍ah 
hot 
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(written h in the diagram below) drop their final consonant to become tone 2 or 3. Below 
is the diagram to introduce the tone alternations: 
 
 
Source: Graph adapted from Qinan Li; Jinglian Huang, Taiwanese Pronunciation and 
Spelling Basics 台語發音拼音基礎 (Taipei: Zhen Ping Qi Ye, 2000).  
Figure 4.1. The Sandhi Rule 
 
The Taiwanese language is a complex and beautiful language still spoken by the 
majority of the population of Taiwan.  
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Chapter 5 
Four Taiwanese Art songs by Hsiao Tyzen 
1. The Vagabond (出外人)      Poet: Hsiao Tyzen (蕭泰然) 
Poetic Translation   
We are all vagabonds here from the faraway Taiwan; 
Though I can speak English fluently, yet it can’t speak to my heart. 
We are all vagabonds here from the faraway Taiwan, 
where there are our friends and family to miss each other from time to time. 
They say America is heaven, and they long to move there; 
but, if they ask me,“ is that true?” I will reply, “No, my heaven is not here.” 
We are all vagabonds here from the faraway Taiwan; 
Though I can speak English fluently, yet it can’t speak to my heart. 
We are all vagabonds here from the faraway Taiwan; 
where there are our friends and family to miss each other from time to time.64 
Word-by-Word Translation, Romanized Transliteration and IPA Transcription 
lan   lon    si     tsu     guoa    laŋ 
咱    攏    是     出      外      人 
lán lóng    sī    chhut  gōa   lâng 
we    all    are      (vagabond) 
 
tui     hŋ       hŋ      e:    tai     uan   lai 
對     遠       遠     的    台     灣     來 
tùi     hn̄g     hn̄g    ê      tâi    oân    lâi 
from   (faraway)   of    (Taiwan)   come 
 
sui    tzien   goa     e:     koŋ    mi     kok      ue 
雖     然       我     會     講        美     國        話  
sui    jiân      góa     ē     kóng    bí      kok      ōe 
(although)     I       can   speak  (American) words 
 
gian   gu        e:         toŋ              sim     bue    toŋ 
 言     語       會         通                心      未      通 
giân    gú       ōe        thong          sim     bōe   thong  
 (speech)     can   communicate   heart    not    communicate 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 Tyzen, "Taiwan Music and Me,” 33. 
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lan     lon    si      tsu     uoa    laŋ 
咱      攏     是     出      外    人 
lán    lóng   sī     chhut  gōa    lâng 
we      all    are      (vagabond) 
 
tui      hŋ      hŋ     e:      tai     uan    lai 
對      遠      遠     的     台     灣     來 
tùi     hn̄g     hn̄g    ê      tâi      oân    lâi 
from   (faraway)   of    (Taiwan)   come 
 
 u       lan      e:      peŋ    iu      ka     tsin     laŋ 
有      咱      的      朋     友     與      親      人  
 ū        lán      ê      pêng   iú      kap   chhin  lâng 
has    our     of       (friends)    and      family 
 
pu(t)  si       ho      sioŋ    te      siau    liam 
不     時      互      相      在      思       念 
put    sî        hō͘   siōng    the     siàu    liām 
 (always)    each   other   is         (miss) 
 
laŋ    laŋ     te      koŋ        bi       ko        si     tian   toŋ  
人     人     在      講         美      國        是     天     堂  
lâng lâng   the    kóng         bí-kok          sī      thian-tông 
 (people)     is     speaking   (America)   is      (paradise) 
 
ho        lan       tsin     him    sian 
使        人        真       欣       羨 
hō͘        lâng      chin     him    siān 
make  people   truly     (jealous) 
  
na       si       mŋ      li      koŋ      si       tzoã    iuŋ 
 若     是      問      你      講       是       怎       樣  
nā       sī       mn̄g     lí       kóng    sī        chóaⁿ-iūⁿ？ 
 if       is     asking  you   speak   be      (how about) 
 
tian    toŋ     mŋ     si       ti      tsia 
天      堂      不      是     在      此 
thian tông    m̄        sī      tī      chia 
(paradise)    not      is      at      here 
   
lan      lon    si      tsu     guoa    laŋ 
咱      攏      是     出      外       人 
lán    lóng    sī      chhut  gōa    lâng 
we      all     are       (vagabond) 
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tui      hŋ      hŋ       e:     tai     uan     lai 
對      遠      遠      的      台     灣      來 
tùi     hn̄g     hn̄g     ê       tâi      oân     lâi 
from   (faraway)    of       (Taiwan)   come 
 
sui    tzien     goa     e:     koŋ       mi     ko      ue 
雖      然        我     會     講         美     國      話 
sui    jiân       góa     ē      kóng     bí     kok     ōe 
(although)      I       can    speak   (American) words 
 
gian     gu       e:      toŋ               sim    bue    toŋ  
言        語      會      通                心      未      通 
giân     gú       ōe     thong           sim    bōe     thong  
(speech)        can   communicate heart  not   communicate 
 
lan   lon     si     tsu      uoa    laŋ 
咱    攏     是     出       外     人 
Lán  lóng   sī     chhut  gōa    lâng 
we      all      are      (vagabond) 
 
tui    hŋ      hŋ     e:    tai     uan     hia 
對    遠     遠     的    台     灣       彼 
tī      hn̄g   hn̄g    ê     tâi     oân     hia 
from   (faraway)   of    (Taiwan)  come 
 
 u       lan       e:      peŋ     iu     ka     tsin       laŋ 
有      咱      的      朋      友     與      親        人 
 ū       lán       ê       pêng   iú     kap   chhin    lâng 
has    our      of        (friends)   and       (family) 
 
pu(t)   si      ho     sioŋ      ti      siau    liam 
不      時      互      相      在      思      念 
put     sî       hō     siōng   the    siàu    liām  
 (always)    each   other    is        (miss) 
About the Poetry 
Poet and composer Hsiao Tyzen, composed The Vagabond in 1978, the second year 
after he immigrated to America. In 1996, the German ambient pop group, Enigma, used a 
song “Return to Innocence” as the theme for the Olympic Games in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Enigma had sampled a Taiwanese Aboriginal Ami song performed by an elderly Ami 
couple. This choice by Enigma actually made Aboriginal music in Taiwan famous and 
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increased Taiwanese public awareness of its Aboriginal culture.65 Hsiao felt proud that in 
the spirit of the Olympic competition there was a voice that represented Taiwan. This 
inspired him to compose some modern Taiwanese art songs for the Taiwanese people, 
especially for Taiwanese Americans. In the meantime, he was sad that there was no 
recognition of Taiwan’s separate identity from China by the majority of countries around 
the world. Therefore, he wrote the text and composed The Vagabond, which not only 
expresses the nostalgic feelings of the Taiwanese abroad, but also expresses concern and 
care for their motherland.  
The song is in ABA form, in E-flat major, with a piano introduction. 
Table 5.1 The Musical Form of The Vagabond 
Sections Piano 
introduction 
A B A' 
Subsections  a                 a'  a                a" 
Measures 1-2 3-10       11-18 19-26 27-34     35-43 
Tonality: E-flat 
Major 
I-IV^4 I-IV4 ^-I-VI^4 
-V-I-V11 
V3$ -IV-I- IV^4 -
I-IV-V7/VI-
VI-V7/V-I-V9 
I-IV4 ^-V11-I 
 
This song is set in a simple 4/4 meter with a sentimental melody starting with two 
measures of piano introduction. The basic accompaniment figure of the piano part 
throughout the piece follows the meaning of the text with different rhythmic patterns. In 
this song, the tonal harmonic language in each section adds to the meaning of the text. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 Ying-Fen Wang, Music and Chinese Society: Contemporary Taiwan, ed. Robert C. (Provine: Garland 
Encyclopedia of World Music, 2001), 7, accessed February 24, 2014, http://110-
much.alexanderstreet.com.libra.naz.edu/view/331170. 
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The vocal range has a moderate tessitura with phrases two measures in length.  
The A section is divided into two subsections a and a'. In the piano accompaniment in 
the a section, the composer establishes a repeated ostinato pattern in the right hand while 
the left hand spells out the tonic arpeggiated chord (measures 1-10).  
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.1. Hsiao Tyzen “The Vagabond,” measures 1–11.  
 
In the a' section, the accompaniment changes to another figure while the right hand 
plays chords that are parallel to the vocal line, and the left hand is an arpeggiated figure 
based on the eighth note rhythm that provides support for the vocal melody (measures11-
12). 
 
 
© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.2. Hsiao Tyzen “The Vagabond,” measures 10-12. 
 
From measures 14 to 15, the composer uses a diminished seventh chord as a leading 
tone function to a tonic second inversion that creates a special color highlighting the text 
“where there are our friends and family to miss each other from time to time.” 
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© 
Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.3. Hsiao Tyzen “The Vagabond,” measures 13-15. 
 
 
In the accompaniment of the B section, measures 19 - 22 on the text, “They say 
America is heaven, and they long to move there;” while the left hand plays the vocal line, 
the right hand eighth notes enter on the offbeat with a V7 in third inversion which tends to 
make the music more lively. The music has a witty Western swing-like effect that can be 
easily associated with the American cowboy image. From measure 23 to 24, “but if you 
ask me, is that true?” he creates this question with rustling sixteenth-notes with a repeated 
pattern of sextuplets. The harmonic progression is: IV9-V7/VI-VI-V7/V.  
The answer to the question is in measure 25, “No, my heaven is not here.” The 
composer ends the B section with the chord progression that conveys a feeling that, as a 
foreigner, it would never be possible to have a true connection with America. The six-
four tonic chord moves to a V7 chord. He finishes the B section with a series of ascending 
V9 inversion chords.  
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.4. Hsiao Tyzen “The Vagabond,” measures 19-26. 
 
The music returns to the ostinato patterns in measure 27, which is reminiscent of the 
beginning but with slight variations. The whole section is repeated except for the last two 
words at the end (思念), where the composer raises the pitches of these two words an 
octave higher and extends the last word for two measures. The harmony concludes with a 
V11 chord resolving to a tonic first inversion chord. 
Hsiao Tyzen sets the vocal range of The Vagabond from medium to high; One of the 
important characteristics in Hsiao Tyzen’s songs is that he deliberately indicated the 
expressions such as tempo and dynamics in detail on the score. Singers need to follow his 
expressions as best as possible especially to sing the legato lines marked throughout this 
song. 
2. The Fairest Flower (上美的花)    Poet: Dong Fan Pai (東方白) 
Poetic Translation 
The fairest flower, may I ask you? The fairest flower, where do you blossom?  
I love that it will never be withered, I love that it will never be faded, 
I love that it will be forever fragrant, I love that it will always be so beautiful.  
I heard flower speaks to me secretly, I did not blossom at Rocky, 
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I did not blossom at Canyon, I only blossom in your heart, 
The homeland where you long to return. The fairest flower.66 
 
Word-by-Word Translation, Romanized Transliteration and IPA Transcription 
siong     sui         e:      hoe         tsian      mŋ      li 
上          美         的      花,          請         問      妳, 
siōng     súi         ê      hue        chhiáⁿ    mng     lí 
most     fairest    of     flower      please   ask     you 
 
siong      sui       e:     hoe          kui          ti         təә 
上           美      的      花,          開          在       嘟﹖ 
siōng      súi       ê        hoe       khui         tī         toh 
most    fairest    of    flower    blossom    on    where 
 
goa      ai       i         iŋ        oan       boe       lian 
我       愛      伊      永        遠         未          歛, 
góa      ài        i       éng       oán       bē         lian 
 I        love    it        (forever)          yet       withered 
 
goa      ai        i        iŋ        oan       boe        sia 
我       愛      伊       永        遠         未         謝, 
góa      ài        i        éng      oán       bēi         siā 
 I         love     it        (forever)         yet         fade 
 
goa      ai        i         iŋ       oan    ching      hioŋ 
我       愛       伊      永       遠       清         香, 
góa      ài          i       éng     oán    chheng   hiong 
 I         love     it        (forever)      clean     fragrant 
 
goa      ai         i       iŋ        oan       bi         le 
我       愛       伊      永        遠       美        麗, 
góa      ài         i       éng      oán       bí         lē  
 I         love     it         (forever)       (beautiful) 
 
goa      tia      kiŋ      hoe     tau      tau      a       ka      goa    koŋ 
我       聽       見      花        偷      偷       也     跟       我     講﹕ 
guó     thiaⁿ   kìⁿ      hoe       thau     thau-á       kā       góa    kóng 
 I           (heard)       flower    (secretly)    too    to       me    speak 
 
goa    boe     kui          ti        raki 
我      沒      開           在      Rocky, 
góa     bô      khui         tī        Rocky  
 I        not   blossom    at       Rocky 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 The English lyrics are translated by Pei-Ning Ku. 
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goa   boe       kui         ti        kænjan 
我     沒         開         在       Canyon, 
góa    bô         khui        tī        Can-yon 
 I      not    blossom     at        Canyon 
 
goa     ko      kui          ti         li      sim     tioŋ 
我      孤       開          在       妳      心      中, 
góa    ko͘       khui        tī         lí      sim     tiong 
 I       only   blossom   at      your   heart   center 
 
 li      dzi    ia     siau     liam      e:     ko      hioŋ 
妳     日     夜     思       念        的     故      鄉, 
 lí      jit      iā     siàu    liām       ê      kò͘      hiong 
you   day   night    (miss)          of        (home)   
 
siong     sui       e:      hoe 
 上         美       的      花. 
siōng    súi        ê       hue  
most    fairest    of     flower  
   
About the Poet 
 
Lin Wen-De, is a Taiwanese novelist, writer, and poet who uses the pseudonym Dong 
Fan Pai. He was born in Taipei in 1938. During high school, he read world-renowned 
literature, which inspired him to become a novelist. His first novelette, The Battle of 
Crow Chin, was published in 1957. During his undergraduate studies at the National 
Taiwan University, he completed and published novels, prose, and poetry. After 
graduating from the National Taiwan University in 1963, he continued on to graduate 
studies in Agriculture Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan, Canada. He 
received his Doctoral Degree in 1970 and settled in Canada. 
His major piece of literature, The Wave Washes the Sand, to which he devoted eleven 
years of his life, brought him great success in Taiwan. His works often use themes from 
his diary, notes, and private letters and reveal his concern about the value of human rights. 
He is famous for using allegorical stories to mirror social inequities.  
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“The Fairest Flower,” is the first poem written by Dong Fan Pai. In November 1992, 
he attended Hsiao’s premiere of the Violin Concerto in D Major in San Diego, California. 
After the concert, Dong Fan Pai was invited to give a lecture and at the end of his lecture, 
he recited his poem The Fairest Flower. Hsiao liked it very much and expressed his 
interest in setting it to music. 
This poem uses the fairest flower as a metaphor for a nostalgic feeling. It depicts the 
fairest flower, which neither blooms in the Rocky Mountains nor in the Grand Canyon, 
but only in his homeland that he dreams of day and night. This poem simply describes the 
poet’s deep love for his homeland. His yearning for his homeland, much like the yearning 
for the fairest flower, will never fade. He loves the fairest flower, a metaphor for his 
homeland, and wishes it to be beautiful and fragrant forever.  
Hsiao Tyzen composed The Fairest Flower in 1992. This song is in binary form with 
an introduction (AB). It is comprised of a piano introduction, a section of recitative, 
transition, and coda. 
Table 5.2 The Musical Form of The Fairest Flower 
Sections Piano 
introduction 
Recitative ||: A :|| Transition B Coda 
Measures 1-6 7-12 13-21 22-26 27-36 37-41 
Tonality D minor D minor to 
G major 
G Major Eb seventh- 
G tonic-G 
dominant-
seventh 
G 
Major 
C 
Major 
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The meter of this song is 4/4 and the metronome marking is ♩= 78. The six-bar piano 
introduction presents triplet arpeggio figures that suggest a graceful beautiful flower in 
the gentle breeze (measures 1-6).   
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen,  
Used by permission. 
Figure 5.5. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower,” measures 1-12. 
 
Carol Kimball’s book, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature, suggests that 
in order to better understand the composer’s interpretation of a poem, the singer must 
read the text aloud, not once, but twice: first without a specified pitch or rhythm, and then, 
with the composer’s pitch and rhythm so that the voice rises and falls in pitch within the 
contour and limits of the song (the latter is often referred to as “speak-singing”). When 
reading the first line of the poem “上美的花,” the IPA is “sioη sui e: hoe” and a Taiwanese 
speaker would instinctively move through the less important words to reach the vital 
lyrics. “美” literally means beautiful and this is the most important word in the first line. It 
has to be pronounced tone up at the first and down at the second. Hsiao naturally treated 
this word by adding a grace note that rises up first, then down immediately, as discussed 
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previously. 
When reading this poem, the musical contour and rhythm of this song corresponds 
with the natural delivery of the spoken words and phrases. Despite the key signature, the 
piano introduction starts with a D minor arpeggio that suggests a nostalgic mood and 
brings in a recitative-like section that asks a question, “Fairest flower, where do you 
bloom?” The descending scale in the left hand in measures 1 to 6, D—C—B—B-flat—A, 
supports D minor with the descending chromatic tetrachord from tonic to dominant. In 
measure 3 and 4, D minor is also supported by an ascending line in the right hand, D—
E—F—A—B—C-sharp—D. In measure 5 the repetitive Ds in the right hand are 
knocking softly, which seems to depict the poet’s nostalgic feeling.67 
Following the recitative section, the music leads into the A section, in a bright G 
major. Here the poet states the fairest flower he loves will never wither or fade, and will 
be forever fragrant and beautiful. The whole section is presented in a light-hearted 
manner. The right hand piano accompaniment plays the vocal melody and responds to the 
vocal line with an ascending sixteenth-note scale in measures 13 and 16.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 Hui-Ting Yang, "Selected Taiwanese Art Songs of Hsiao Tyzen," (doctoral dissertation, Florida State 
University, 2006), 41. 
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.6. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower,” measures 13-18. 
 
In the following section, from measures 22 to 24, the composer uses an E flat seventh 
chord to create an intimate feeling that leads to the B section. 
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.7. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower,” measures 19-26. 
 
The B section is the flower’s speech. The flower says, “Neither in the Rocky 
Mountains nor in the Grand Canyon does the flower bloom, but only in the poet’s 
homeland, the place to which he is always longing to return.” From measures 33 to 36, 
the phrase, “bloom in the homeland where you long to return” is played by the vocal 
melody by the right-hand piano accompaniment and the left-hand supports it with an 
increasing volume of tremolos on a pedal tone of G. Then the composer outlines a C 
major arpeggiation to reach the climax of this song that seems to respond to the text of 
the poet’s strong love for his homeland. The last word “鄉,” pronounced /hioη/, is on the 
pitch of G5.  In order to sustain “I” and “O” mixed vowels and the ending nasal 
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consonant /η/ on the high pitch G for two measures, singers have to be very careful not to 
push the last high note and keep the same vocal stamina all the way through to the end of 
the phrase.   
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.8. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower,” measures 27-36. 
 
Following the bright C major chord, there are five measures of coda (measures 37-41). 
It seems the poet is making a last sigh to himself, “the most fairest flower” and concludes 
the song on the subdominant C major, rather than returning to G major.  
 
 
© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.9. Hsiao Tyzen “The Fairest Flower,” measures 37-41.  
 
Since Carol Kimball states the “key scheme refers to the way a composer organizes 
the tonal centers within a piece… may use one tonality or key center for a song, or 
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several… to effectively point up an emotional change in the poetry,”68 Hsiao Tyzen 
organizes the key scheme of The Fairest Flower in like manner. C major in this song 
represents the key of the homeland (Taiwan). D minor suggests the key of the foreign 
country (America in his case). G major, the dominant key of C major, is looking towards 
the homeland of Taiwan from the foreign land of America. The brief d half-diminished 
seventh chord in measure 39 is a fleeting reminder of the pain of being in America, only 
to resolve back to the dream of the homeland in C major. 
3. Mother’s Hair (阿母的頭鬘)     Poet: Hsiang Yang (向陽) 
Poetic Translation 
When she was a young lady, my mother’s hair was black, soft, and smooth, 
just like a clear stream, running through every young man’s mind. 
When she married my father, my mother’s hair was lively, pretty and lovely, 
just like a tender breeze in the spring, melting father’s vagrant-like heart.   
When she gave birth to me, my mother’s hair was gentle, kind and warm, 
just like the sunshine in the winter, protecting the weak child. 
Once I was grown, my mother’s hair became gray, 
just like the sky in autumn like a rich harvest in a pale landscape.69 
 
Word-by-Word Translation, Romanized Transliteration and IPA Transcription 
tzoe     ko      niun     e:      si:      tzun 
做       姑       娘       的      時       陣， 
chóe      ko-niû          ê        sî        chūn 
do      (young girl)    of      time    period 
    
 a       buo     e:    ta: u    mŋ       o       kim      dziu       nŋ      ko    ku(t)   liu 
阿      母     的     頭       鬘，    烏      金，    柔         軟，  擱     滑     溜 ， 
 a        bú      ê     thâu-mn̂g        o        kim          jiû-nńg          koh    ku̍t-liu 
 (mother)    of    head    hair     black   gold    smooth    soft    and    slippery 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature, 9. 
69 Hui-Ting Yang, "Selected Taiwanese Art Songs of Hsiao Tyzen," (doctoral dissertation, Florida State 
University, 2006), 44. 
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tsin    tsiun     kiã      kaŋ      koan      e:      ke      a      tzui 
親      像        鏡         同       款         的     溪      仔     水 ， 
chhin chhiuⁿ kiàⁿ      kâng    khoán     ê          khe-á      chúi 
close like   mirror      same    kind      of       (brook)    water 
   
la:u    koe    mui    tzi       ui      siau   lia:n    ke     e:     sim  kõã    tiŋ 
流        過      每     一      位     少     年       家     的    心     肝     頂。 
lâu      kòe    múi    chit     ūi      siàu    liân    ke     ê      sim-koaⁿ   téng.                             
float   pass   every      (a )          (young guy)         of       (heart)      top   
 
ke        ho     a       tia      e:       si:      tzun 
嫁       與     阿     爹      的      時      陣， 
kè         hō       a-tia         ê           sî-chūn 
marry   to       (father)     of      time    period 
     
a      buo    e:    ta: u    mŋ       hoad  poa(t)     bi     le         ko     kəә     ai 
阿    母     的      頭      鬘，   活      潑，      美     麗，   擱     可    愛， 
a       bú      ê       thâu-mn̂g,      hoa̍t-phoat       bí-lē           koh    khó-ài                                                   
(mother)   of      head   hair        (lively)       (beautiful)    and     (lovely) 
tsin     tsiun       bi:     bi:      e:     tsuŋ      hoŋ 
親        像         微     微      的     春        風 ， 
chhin  chhiūⁿ     bî       bî      ê       chhun-hong 
close    like       tiny  tiny      of     spring   wind  
   
hoa    kai    liau      i        to       lonŋ    tzu       e:       a        tia 
化       解      了    一      度       浪       子       的      阿      爹。 
hòa   kái     liáu     it         tō        long-chú       ê           a-tia 
    (melting)          (once)           wave   child    of       (father) 
  
siŋ      liau     goan    i       au 
生      了        阮      以     後， 
siⁿ      liáu       goán       í-āu 
(give birth)    me       (after) 
 
a       buo      e:      ta: u    mŋ       toan  tzəәŋ      tsin    tsia(t)   iu      un     loan 
阿     母       的       頭      鬘，     端    莊，     親     切，    又     溫     暖 ， 
 a       bú       ê         thâu-mn̂g     toan-chong   chin-chhiat     koh     un-loán 
(mother)       of      head    hair        (gentle)          (kind)         and     (warm) 
 
tsin      tsiuŋ     kõã     tiŋ     e:      tzi(t)   ta:u 
親        像         寒      天     的      日       頭 ， 
chhin  chhiūⁿ     kôaⁿ-thiⁿ     ê          jit-thâu 
close    like        cold   day   of      sun     head 
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po    ho      tio     iu       ti      loan    dzio     e:     goan 
保    護     著     幼      稚      軟       弱       的      阮。 
pó    hō     tio̍h    iù        tī      loan    jio̍k     ê       goán 
(protect)    of     small  baby  soft    weak   of      me 
 
goan   toa   han      i        au 
阮      大     漢     了      後， 
goán  tōa    hàn      í         āu 
me     (grown old)   (after) 
    
a       buo      e:      ta: u  mŋ        i      keŋ    si(t)     ki      kəәŋ     tsae 
阿     母      的       頭     鬘，     已    經      失       去     光       采 ， 
a        bú        ê        thâu-mn̂g      I      keng   sit      khì    kong-chhái 
(mother)      of      head   hair      (already)      (lost)      bright   color  
    
tsin      tsiuŋ    dzi(p)  tsiu         e:      tiŋ     teŋ 
親        像        入        秋         的      天      頂 ， 
chhin chhiūⁿ   lip       chhiu       ê       thiⁿ-téng 
close   like      enter   autumn    of      sky    head 
  
po    toŋ     e:    keŋ    siəә(k)     lai      tzi    tza:n     siu    si:ŋ      e:     ui       tai 
普    通     的    景     色          內      一     層       收     成      的     偉      大。 
phó thong ê     kéng-sek           ê         chit-chân     siu-sêng       ê          úi-tāi 
(common) of   (landscape)  inside    (layer)         (harvest)     of      (greatness)            
About the Poet 
Lin Chi-Yang, uses the pseudonym Hsiang Yang, and was born in 1955 in Nantou, 
Taiwan. He has a strong literary background and holds three degrees—Bachelor of 
Oriental Language from the Chinese Culture University (Taiwan), Master of Journalism 
from the University of Iowa (USA), and Doctor of Journalism from the National 
Chengchi University (Taiwan). Hsiang Yang is an active poet, writer, and critic. He 
worked as chief editor of China Times Weekly and was vice president of the 
Independence Evening Post. He is now a professor of Taiwanese literature at the National 
Taipei University of Education. 
Since the mid-1970s, he has led a modern poetic movement and dedicated his time to 
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promoting Taiwanese literature. He was the first poet to write modern poetry in 
Taiwanese during the martial law of the 1980s. As a prolific writer, he has published 12 
books of poetry, two English translations of selected poems, 11 volumes of essays, 
another seven works of literary criticism and social commentaries, as well as children's 
stories, and poetry. Hsiang Yang has been awarded several prizes, including the National 
Literary Award in Taiwan, the Yu-Shan Award of Literary Contribution in Taiwan, and 
the Taiwanese Poet Award. In October 2007, he was invited to attend the Poet Festival in 
El Salvador. Hsiang Yang was happy to find that the local people of El Salvador enjoyed 
his poems recited in Taiwanese, which they could not understand verbally but could 
appreciate through his expression.70 
The text of “Mother’s Hair” is from Song of the Earth, a poetic album by Hsiang 
Yang. By describing his mother’s hair, the poet expresses his mother’s devotion to her 
family, husband, and children. This poem consists of four stanzas that reveal four 
different periods in which the mother transforms from a girl to a wife and then to a 
mother.71 This song is in C major in ternary form. The meter is 4/4. Hsiao Tyzen sets this 
poem to music marked with a tempo “Moderato Elegante.” 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Radio Taiwan International, “The Taiwan literary Writers Series,” accessed February 12, 2014,  
http://www.rti.org.tw 
71 Hui-Ting Yang, "Selected Taiwanese Art Songs of Hsiao Tyzen," (doctoral dissertation, Florida State 
University, 2006), 47. 
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Table 5.3 The Musical Form of Mother’s Hair 
Sections A B A' Coda 
Subsections a a' 
 
   
Measures 1-11 11-
21 
 
22-31 32-38 39-45 
Tonality: C 
major 
I-IV-VII7/V-I-
VI7-V-II-I 
e: i   G:V7 b: i 
G: I 
pass through 
different keys 
C: I-IV- 
 
VII7/V-V9 
I-V$2 /ii-II$3 /IV-
V9-ii7-I 
 
Hsiao Tyzen composed Mother’s Hair in 1988. The formal design of the song 
corresponds to the four stanzas of the poem with three main sections. The A section is 
divided into two subdivisions—a and a'. In the beginning of the A section, the composer 
uses pitch C as the pedal point with a syncopated rhythmic accompaniment as an 
introduction to each subsequent section. From measures 4 to 7, the composer uses 
ascending arpeggios in the piano accompaniment to describe his mother’s hair as “a clear 
stream, black, soft, and smooth,” to symbolize that his mother was beautiful and 
attractive.  
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen.  
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.10. Hsiao Tyzen “Mother’s Hair,” measures 1-12. 
 
The composer’s subtle design of using a diminished seventh chord as a leading tone 
function in the accompaniment to correspond to the meaning and inflection of the text. In 
the melody, there are two eighth-note rests between three adjectives: black, soft, and 
smooth. In order to keep the continuity of the phrase, singers should be very careful not 
to interrupt with a breath between words while taking the rests. In the last beat of 
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measure 7, the right hand’s descending sixteenth note accompaniment doubles the vocal 
line. The composer indicates a ritard that singers should take time with so that words are 
pronounced clearly and expressively.  
The syncopated piano accompaniment returns at measure 11 and leads to the second 
stanza of the poem (a') which uses the same music as the first stanza of the poem. In the 
second half of measure 21, he uses sixteenth notes as a transition to enter the third stanza 
of the poem (B section).  
In the B section, the composer uses different keys starting in E minor, then G minor, 
and B minor. In the beginning, he uses a repeated E as a pedal point from measures 22 to 
25. The E minor tonic chord introduces a mother who protects her child with great love. 
The aggressive sixteenth–note pattern in the accompaniment moves from the dominant-
seventh of G minor to the dominant-seventh of B minor. The composer gradually 
increases with the dynamics and the harmony resulting in the G dominant-seventh chord 
in measure 29, that delivers the excited appreciation of his mother’s love by the poet. 
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.11. Hsiao Tyzen “Mother’s Hair,” measures 21-30. 
 
Following a transition in measure 31, the G augmented chord returns to the C major 
section. The composer marked rit. e dim. at the words, “are becoming gray” (measures 37 
and 38) and the V9 chord in the third beat of measure 38 suggests the mother is getting 
old. The sixteenth notes on the last beat progress to the coda where the composer 
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indicates a tempo and crescendo. The mood changes again and the music becomes 
brighter, which expresses the poet’s endless appreciation for his mother. 
 
 
Coda (measures 39-45) 
 
 
© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.12. Hsiao Tyzen “Mother’s Hair,” measures 35-45. 
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4. Love and Hope (愛與希望)    Poet: Lee Ming-Yung (李敏勇) 
Poetic Translation  
Plant a tree in our land, not for hatred but for love. 
Plant a tree in our land, not for death but for hope. 
February 28 on this special day, let us hand in hand to pray for our lost loved ones. 
With each new leaf grows love and hope. 
The tree firmly roots in our land. It stretches so high in the sky. 
In the dark night we see stars twinkling above the tree.72 
 
Word-by-Word Translation, Romanized Transliteration and IPA Transcription 
 
cheng    tsi      tsaŋ        chiu       a       ti     lan       e:      to       te 
種         ㄧ        叢        樹        仔      在     咱      的      土       地， 
chèng chit     châng        chhiū-á,        tī      lán       ê            thó-tē 
plant     (      a      )         (    tree    )     in     (   our   )       (   land  ) 
 
mŋ     si      ui     tio        hin        si      ui      tio      tiãn 
不     是     為     著        恨，    是      為     著       愛。 
m       sī      ūi     tio̍h      hīn,       sī       ūi      tio̍h    thiàⁿ 
not     is       (    for   )     hatred    is     (   for   )       love 
      
tseŋ      tsi     tsaŋ    chiu    a      ti      lan      e:        to      te 
種        ㄧ      叢      樹     仔    在     咱      的      土     地， 
chèng chit   châng   chhiū-á      tī        lán     ê          thó-tē 
plant  (     a     )     (    tree    )     in     (   our   )    (   land  ) 
 
mŋ     si       ui      tio       si          si     ui      tio     əәŋ      baŋ 
不      是     為      著      死，     是    為     著      盼     望。 
m       sī        ūi     tio̍h      sí         sī     ūi      tio̍h     ǹg-bāng 
not     is       (   for  )       death     yes      ( for  )        (hope)    
 
ji        ji       pa(t)  tse     tsi      ji(t) 
二     二      八      這     ㄧ      日， 
jī         jī      pat     ché    chit    jit 
two   two    eight   this   one    day 
 
li      goa    tso     hoe    lai      siau    liam    si(t)    ki       e:      tsiŋ     lan 
你     我      作      伙     來       思     念       失      去      的       親      人。 
lí       góa    chò    hóe    lâi       siào    liām    sit    khì      ê        chin-lâng 
you    I       (together)    come  think  read    lost    go      of      close    people    	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
72 Yi-Jung Tseng, "Tyzen Hsiao, A Native Composer and His ‘1947 Overture,’" (doctoral dissertation, 
The Thornton School of Music, University of Southern California 2003), 42. 
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tui       mui     tsi      pin        hio      a 
從        每       ㄧ      片        葉      子， 
tùi       múi     chit-phiⁿ            hio̍h-á 
from   every    one    piece    (  leaf  ) 
  
tiaŋ    ka      hi      baŋ    te      seŋ        tioŋ  
愛     與      希     望      在      成          長， 
thiàⁿ kap     hi      bāng   teh      sêng-tióng 
love  and     ( hope )       is     become   grow  
 
tsiu    a        e       teŋ    kin     ti       lan       e:     to       te 
樹     仔      會     釘     根     在      咱      的     土     地， 
chhiū-á       ē         tèng-kin    tī        lán       ê         thó-tē  
(trees)       can    nail    root    on      us       of       (land) 
 
tsiu     a       e       tsiun    tsiu     lan       e:       tiŋ  
樹     仔      會      伸       上       咱      的      天。 
chhiū-á       ē       chhun chiūⁿ   lán        ê        thiⁿ 
 (trees)        can    stretch  up      us       of       sky 
 
o         am      e:       si       tsun       koa      tio       tiŋ      tsiŋ  
黑       暗      的      時       陣，     看       著       天      星， 
     o-àm         ê            sî-chūn        khòaⁿ    tio̍h      thiⁿ-chhiⁿ 
black  dark    of      time    period    see      of        sky    star 
   
ti       tsiu     teŋ      te      siam        si(t) 
在      樹      頂       在      閃          熾。 
tī      chhiū-téng    teh       siám-sih 
is      tree     top      is      twinkle   ablaze 
 
About the Poet 
Lee Ming-Yung (b. 1947) is a famous Taiwanese poet, cultural critic, and translator. 
He was born in the Southern City of Kaohsiung, Taiwan. At the age of fifteen, Lee 
attended Provincial Kaohsiung Senior High School. While at school, he increasingly 
became disaffected with the patriarchal and authoritarian educational system. He 
discovered his interests in literature and poetry. His grades were reflective of his 
dissatisfaction of subjects within the system so he buried himself in poetry and political 
publications including Epoch Poetry Quarterly and Free China Bi-weekly, as well as 
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political and business news reports. He graduated from the Department of History at the 
National Chung-Hsing University.  
Lee has been a school teacher, a journalist, and a copywriter for advertising 
companies. His writing career began at the age of seventeen when his first prose was 
published in a local paper. During his military service in the 1960s, he composed poems 
and was a major contributor to Li Poetry Journal. The Handkerchief (1969) was a 
collection of poems and prose published when he was 22 years of age that coincided with 
an artistic turning point for him. After Handkerchief, he turned his writing themes from 
sentimental egocentric poems to antiwar messages and Taiwanese identity. His poems 
centered on political and cultural issues such as Landscape Under Martial Law (1990), 
Sonatas in Soul (1999), and If You Ask (2001). The poet Hsiang Yang said, “Lee 
established a forum where political and historical debates were facilitated through 
poetry.”73 Lee esteems the Polish poet Zbigniew Herbert, who served in the Polish 
resistance during World War II and refused to bend to the will of the Communist Party 
during the Cold War. He also admires French poets Andre Gide and Paul Valery, who 
said they would rather die than see their writing interfered with. 
Lee Ming-Yung’s poem, “Love and Hope,” is an excerpt from his poem “On this day 
let us plant a tree,” that was dedicated by Lee in 1988 to the 2-28 Justice and Peace 
Movement. The name “2-28” refers to the “common sorrow” incident that happened on 
February 28, 1947 in Taiwan as described earlier in this work. During the martial law 
period, the National Party tried to repress and remove this fact/event from the history of 
Taiwan, but the bloody aftermath of 2-28 left indelible pain among the older generation 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
73 Joyce Huang, “A Life Devoted to Poetry,” 2012, accessed January 30, 2014, http://taiwanreview. 
nat.gov.tw 
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of Taiwanese. 
The collaborative effort of Hsiao Tyzen and Lee Ming-Yung for the song Love and 
Hope was credited to Hsiao Tyzen’s friend, Lin Tsong-I, a psychiatrist whose father was 
persecuted during the 2-28 incident. When Hsiao told the poet that he would like to 
compose a song to commemorate this historical event, the poet edited and split the poem, 
“On this day let us plant a tree” into two separate poems: “The Sorrow Song” and “Love 
and Hope.” Both of the poems were published in the album “Song of Scars.” Hsiao 
completed this song in 1993 and placed it in his “1947 Overture” in 1994. 
In “Songs of Scars,” the poet elaborates on the meaning of his poem “Love and Hope.” 
He says,  
What we should acknowledge today is not death, but life. Instead  
of seeking apologies and rewards through political avenues, the  
Taiwanese people should seek a new life and take hold of their  
own fate themselves. Let us plant a tree, to regenerate a new life.74  
The symbolism in planting a tree is the spirit of renewing, a new beginning, and a new 
life. 
The tonality of the song, Love and Hope is in A minor with a tri-partite form. The 
meter is 4/4 and the tempo marking is Andante.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 Lee Ming-Yung, The Flower of the Scars: 228 Poem Collection (Taipei: Yu-Mountain Publishing, 
1999), 125-6. 
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Table 5.4 The Musical Form of Love and Hope 
Sections Piano        
Introduction 
Prelude A 
Subsections  (A) a a' b 
 
Measures 1-4 3-4 5-12 13-20 21-29 
 
Tonality: A minor i-iv  i-iv  iv-ii-v-i-iii-v-iv-vi-
C:V-I  
Accompaniment syncopated syncopated syncopated, triplet 
arpeggio 
 
Sections Interlude Interlude A’ 
Subsections (B) (A') a a' b' 
 
Measures 30-35 36-37 38-45 46-53 54-62 
 
Tonality: A minor iii-v-iv-vi-C:V-I 
 
i-iv 
 
iv-ii-v-i-iii-v-iv-vi- 
C:V-I  
Accompaniment chordal, triplet 
arpeggio 
syncopated syncopated, triplet 
arpeggio 
  
Sections Interlude B Coda 
Subsections (B') c  
Measures 63-68 69-87 88-90 
Tonality: A minor iii-v-iv-vi-C:V-I 
 
Ab-Db-Bb-Eb-C-f-d-
C-c        
F-a 
 
Accompaniment chordal, triplet 
arpeggio 
passes through keys 
syncopated 
syncopated 
 
 
This song is divided into different sections according to some strategic climactic 
points. The song is in bar form. Each A is divided into three sections (a, a', b). Besides a 
piano introduction in the beginning of the song, there are interludes that connect the parts. 
In this song, the melody contains pentatonic scales and highly chromatic passages in 
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ascending and descending directions. The harmonic progression includes dissonances and 
modulations.  
The song starts with four measures of piano introduction with a syncopated rhythm in 
an Aeolian mode (measures 1-4).  
 
© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.13. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope,” measures 1-3. 
 
As the soprano line climbs up to an E5, pausing on the word “love” in measure 12, the 
piano also parallels the voice in an ascending scale up to E. 
 
 
 © Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.14. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope,” measures 10-12. 
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On the second repeated section (a') from measures 13 to 20, the piano accompaniment 
transforms into a wave-like arpeggio in a triplet rhythm. 
As soon as the text changes to “February 28 on this special day” at the beginning of 
the “b” section, the music moves to poco agitato and suddenly increases in intensity for 
the harmony and sequential passages (measures 21-22).  
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen  
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.15. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope,” measures 13-21. 
 
Following the eight measures of interlude (measures 30-37), the music returns to the 
syncopated pattern, and almost the entire A section is repeated (measures 38-62). The 
only difference in the vocal melody between the A and A' section is that the composer 
wants the singer to sing an octave higher the second time on the phrase, “to pray for our 
lost loved ones.” The music reaches a G5 (measure 62) as the soprano is singing about the 
tragedy of the “2-28 incident” (measures 60-62). 
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.16. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope,” measures 58-63.  
 
In the B section, the harmonic progression in the piano passes through different keys 
and each vocal phrase climbs higher, which symbolizes the growth of a tree in the words, 
“the tree firmly rooted in our land, it stretched so high in the sky.” The high Gs are 
emphasized by the soprano on the phrase “in the sky” two times in fortissimo, illustrating 
the height and glory of the trees in the darkness of the night. Right after the music reaches 
the climax of this song (measures 76-79), the harmony suddenly moves from a C major 
chord to a D minor chord in the words, “in the dark night.” It then transitions to an A 
minor chord and finally rests on a B diminished seventh chord with the words, “we see 
stars” (measure 83). The music concludes with two measures of coda and the harmony 
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comes back to A minor in the last measure. The song then keeps the stillness and inward 
emotions to the end. 
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© Copyright 2008 by Hsiao Tyzen 
Used by Permission. 
Figure 5.17. Hsiao Tyzen “Love and Hope,” measures 76-90. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusion 
Hsiao Tyzen’s artistic identity is strongly influenced by Western Romantic gestures 
and styles. Raised in a Christian family, Hsiao adopted and loved Western church hymns 
and received the best education offered under the Japanese school system. He shied away 
from the modern styles of Serialism and instead adopted the Romantic models from the 
European schools. The abundance of exquisite melodies in Hsiao’s music are known to 
arouse interest and passion from audiences and have become a strong characteristic of his 
style.  
The Chinese National government in the postwar years greatly oppressed the native 
Taiwanese language and culture as exemplified in the political and art song history of 
Taiwan. Education in Taiwan emphasized Chinese culture and the Mandarin language. 
Therefore, new immigrants from China were a dominant force in the literature and poetry 
in Taiwan. Moreover, authorities prevented composers from writing any songs in the 
Taiwanese language and this led to a decline of Taiwanese songs.  
In 1977, Hsiao Tyzen was blacklisted for 18 years by the Taiwan National 
government, because one of his songs was thought to contain political opposition 
messages. During his eighteen years of exile in America, he was able to separate himself 
from the oppressive political climate of his homeland and focus on the promotion of 
Taiwanese songs. 
Hsiao Tyzen’s songs are settings of Taiwanese poetry, rather than Chinese or English. 
From the examination of his four songs, “The Vagabond,” “The Fairest Flower,” 
“Mother’s Hair,” and “Love and Hope,” one sees the poetry Hsiao chose to set to music 
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that reflects the history of Taiwan and expresses the true feelings of the Taiwanese people. 
He himself wrote poetry of his experiences and personal situation. Because Hsiao Tyzen 
knows the characteristics of the Taiwanese language so well, such as the many colors and 
expressive properties of the text, including mood and action, he is able to respond to 
those expressive properties through music. Therefore, the melody, harmony, and 
accompaniment of a song are constructed with a natural response to and sensitive 
consideration of the verse, mood, and meaning. 
The detailed musical analyses of these four songs demonstrate that all of them feature 
a melodic line firmly rooted in Neo-Romantic traditions in which the vocal line moves in 
conjunct motion with a natural rise and release of musical tension. Hsiao emphasizes the 
meaning in words through melodic shape, phrasing, and tone. This leads to lyrical and 
accessible melodies. The settings of these four songs are divided into sections based on 
the verses of the poem. The songs accomplish these divisions with contrasting textures 
and musical interludes. Hsiao especially likes to use the seventh chord to distinguish each 
section. This is likely because Hsiao is a pianist, making it natural for him to maintain the 
lyrical properties and melodic content in the accompaniment. In these four songs the 
accompaniment is often composed with an active and moving line that doubles the vocal 
line, which allows the piano to potentially stand alone (Love and Hope), or it supports the 
voice with a syncopated rhythm or a broken chord figure. Hsiao has markings that focus 
on dynamics and changes in tempi that relate to the dramatic delivery of the phrase.  
Hsiao Tyzen is an important figure in Taiwan’s musical history. His songs are 
statements of Taiwan’s cultural independence and a tribute to the Taiwanese people.  
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People of all cultures will be able to relate to his songs that reflect the inner voice of a 
hopeful people and the desire of humanity to rise above oppression.	  	  
Appendix A ● Reprint Permission Letter by Hsiao Tyzen
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